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Scope of Symposium

New functional nanostructured surfaces have emerged with applications that go beyond information and data storage to 
optics and biomedicine. In particular, nanofabrication technologies applied to polymers have enabled the development of 
new products such as organic electronic displays, sensors, flexible solar cells and biofluidic devices. SPM technologies are 
invaluable research tools for patterning and characterization of surface morphologies, surface properties and interactions 
of materials at the nanometer scale.

The symposium is intended to be a forum devoted to advances in nanopatterning and surface characterization technologies 
that enable the successful development and expansion of materials science into new fields of application.

Symposium Topics

• Nanoimprint lithography 
• Micro- and nano-contact Printing 
• Edge & nanosphere Lithography 
• 2-Photon lithography 
• Scanning beam lithographic techniques 
• Bottom-up nanofabrication: self-assembly and templated growth 
• Atom and molecular manipulation 
• Scanning probe lithography 
• Surface structure characterization at nanoscale 
• Tip preparation and functionalization 
• Theory of probe-matter interactions 
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Abstracts

A00117-00380 

2D Bicomponent Supramolecular Patterns on 
Solid Surfaces: Flexibility and Functionality

Yuli HUANG; Wei CHEN; Han HUANG; Andrew WEE 
Department of Physics, National University of Singapore, 
Singapore

2D surface networks are of particular interest for their 
possible applications in nanodevices, because the network 
arrangements can be rationally designed by controlling 
molecule and substrate composition. Here, we report the 
flexibility and functionality of a series of bicomponent 
molecular systems on HOPG by in-situ LT-STM (low 
temperature scanning tunneling microscopy). The organic 
molecules reported here include two n-type semiconductors, 
copper hexadecafluorophthalocyanine (F16CuPc) and 
perfluoropentacene (PFP), and four p-type semiconductors, 
copper phthalocyanien (CuPc), para-hexaphenyl (6P), 
pentacene (PEN) and di-indenoperylene (DIP). A few 
highly ordered 2D supramolecular patterns with different 
molecular components and/or different mixing ratios are 
fabricated. Examples include F16CuPc:DIP networks with 
different mixing ratios of 2:1, 1:1 and 1:2, and F16CuPc:6P 
templates with 2:1, 1:1 and 1:3 relative molecular ratios, 
where the C-F…H-C intermolecular hydrogen bonding 
plays an important role in the supramolecular self-
assemblies.  

Our results demonstrate that it is possible to construct long-
range ordered multicomponent 2D supramolecular patterns 
with desired functionalities by choosing molecules with 
appropriate geometrical dimensions and mixing ratios, as 
well as adjusting intermolecular and molecule-substrate 
interfacial interactions, for their applications in molecular 
nanodevices.

  A00118-01056 

Nonlocal Chemical Reaction of Adsorbed 
Molecules Induced by Hot-elelctron Transport in 
Interface States

Lan CHEN1; Hui LI3; Andrew WEE1;2 
1. Nanoscience & Nanotechnology Initiative, National 
University of Singapore, Singapore
2. Department of Physics, National University of 
Singapore, Singapore
3. Department of Chemistry, National University of 
Singapore, Singapore

Chemical reactions induced by hot electrons have been 
investigated in photochemistry on metal surface. Scanning 
tunneling microscopy (STM) has been proven to be a 
powerful technique to direct study electron-induced 

reactions on surfaces, such as movements and desorptions 
of atoms, rotation and dissociation of molecules, because 
STM has local carrier injection and highest atomic imaging 
capabilities. Most STM experiments have focused on the 
single-molecule chemistry, in which the molecules directly 
located under the STM tip are locally excited by tunneling 
electrons. Only a few studies concern nonlocal reactions, 
in which the molecules laterally far away from STM tip can 
be excited by electron/hole. For example, P. Maksymovych 
et al. observed that the tunneling electrons can induce 
dissociation of adsorbed molecules CH3SSCH3 at a lateral 
distance up to 100 nm from STM tip. Their explanation 
for this observation is that the injected hot electrons can 
propagate in the surface layer via surface resonances and 
can inelastically scatter on adsorbed molecules inducing 
chemical changes.

In our experiments, we investigate the local and nonlocal 
chemical reactions happened on one monolayer copper 
hexadecafluorophthalocyanine (F16CuPc) on Ag(111) and 
Au(111) surfaces induced by hot electrons from STM 
tip. Through analysis of experimental data, we find each 
reaction on Ag(111) (Au(111)) corresponds to four (two) 
electrons process, which means four (two) fluorine atoms 
dissociated from molecule. Such dissociation can be 
observed on molecules adsorbed on Ag(111) (Au(111)) 
at a lateral distance of up to 10 nm (5 nm) from the 
tip, and the hot-electron origin has been quantitatively 
established. There are also other differences of reactions 
on adsorbed molecules on Ag(111) and Au(111) surface, 
such as reaction yield and threshold voltage. We believe 
such big differences for two substrates may come from the 
different molecule-substrate interface states. This nonlocal 
dissociation can be use to monitor hot-electron transport in 
organic-substrate interface.

  A00194-00371 

Photochemical Surface Patterning by the  
Thiolene Reaction

Pascal JONKHEIJM1;2; Herbert WALDMANN2; 
Dirk WEINRICH2 
1. Molecular Nanofabrication, MESA Institute for 
Nanotechnology, Enschede, Netherlands
2. Chemical Biology, Max Planck Institute for molecular 
physiology, Dortmund, Germany

Photopatterning olefin-capped (bio)molecules to surface-
bound thiols provides a novel means to control protein 
immobilization on length scales from centimetres to 
sub-micrometers. Controlling size and dimensions of 
patterns and controlling the orientation of proteins is still 
a challenge. As opposed to nonspecific adsorption, our 
approach generates homogeneous surface coverage and 
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accessibility to the active site of the protein through site-
specific thiol-ene photochemistry. The photochemical 
coupling of olefins to thiols generates a stable thioether 
bond for the covalent surface patterning of proteins and 
small molecules. The thiol-ene photoreaction proceeds 
at close to visible wavelengths (l=365–405 nm) and in 
buffered aqueous solutions. As a result of its specificity for 
olefins, this photoreaction can be considered bioorthogonal, 
unlike other photochemical methods used previously 
for protein immobilization. Alkaline phosphatase and 
Ras GTPase immobilized on the patterns retained 
their enzymatic activity and underwent protein-protein 
interactions qualitatively identical to the behavior in 
solution-phase. Initial use of this photoreaction to directly 
pattern endogeneously expressed farnesylated protein from 
cell lysate are promising. The dimensions of the surface 
patterns could be made on the sub-micrometer range using 
the scanning confocal microscope. We anticipate that this 
method offers great promise for the controlled fabrication 
of structured assemblies of proteins on surfaces. 

  A00230-04268 

Photolithography on Cylindrically Curved Surface 
for Fabricating Seamless Roller Mold and Roller 
Imprinting of Micro-Structures

Yung-Chun LEE; Chang Hsiang LEE; Shou-Chi CHO 
Mechanical Engineering, National Cheng Kung 
University, Tainan, Taiwan

Nano-Imprinting technology has been recognized as 
a promising method with great potentials for pattern 
transformation and/or for micro/nano-fabrication. 
However, most conventional nano-imprinting approaches 
and systems are still planar types for wafer-to-wafer 
applications. For some industrial applications, roller 
imprinting is preferable since it is fast, large-area, and low-
cost. However, it is still a challenging task to prepare a 
roller mold with complex surface features on its cylindrical 
surface, especially when a seamless pattern is requested.

In this paper, we report the first successful fabrication 
of a roller mold with a seamless and complex pattern 
on its surface based on photolithography approaches. 
Basically, the standard planar type of photolithography is 
significantly modified and transformed so that it can be 
applied to a cylindrically curved surface, that is, the surface 
of a roller. The key element which allows us to pattern and 
fabricate seamless micro-structures on a roller surface is 
our ability to coat a thin layer of photoresist uniformly on 
the cylindrical surface of a roller. This is achieved by an 
innovative invention which applies a pneumatic air-flow 
flowing through the gap between a roller with a pre-coated 
but non-uniform photo-resist layer and a ring which has an 
inner diameter a little bigger than the diameter of the roller. 
The roller is mounted on a lathe machining and is spinning 
at a high rotation speed while the ring and the pneumatic 

air flow is moving longitudinally at a constant speed along 
the axial direction of the roller. It results in a uniformly 
coated photo-resist layer in the roller’s cylindrical surface. 
By carefully adjusting several parameters such as the air-
flow speed, the spinning speed, and the viscosity of photo-
resist, different coating layer thickness ranging from less 
than 1 micro-meter to several tens of micro-meters have 
been achieved. Great uniformity on the coated photo-resist 
is obtained. Finally, a new type of UV exposure system is 
designed and constructed for illuminating and patterning 
the photo-resist layer line-by-line so that the patterns are 
transformed from a standard planar photo-mask to the 
cylindrically curved surface of a roller. After developing 
the photo-resist, etching of electroforming on the roller 
surface to create surface structures and finally complete 
the fabrication of roller mold.

Experimentally, we have produced a variety of micro-
structures of complex and seamless patterns on roller’s 
surfaces. The diameter and length of the roller mold made 
of stainless steel is 50 mm and 200 mm, respectively. The 
smallest line-width and feature size is 10 micro-meters. 
Efforts on reducing the feature size down to 1 micro-
meter are under way and the roller is currently tested on a 
rolle-imprinting system for mass-production of polymeric 
micro-structures on PET substrates.

  A00354-00658 

Dip Pen Nanolithography on Tissue Surfaces

Albena IVANISEVIC 
Biomedical Engineering, Purdue University, IN, United 
States

Dip Pen Nanolithography (DPN) is a direct-write 
lithographic technique that utilizes an Atomic Force 
Microscope (AFM). DPN uses a modified AFM tip that 
has been physisorbed with molecules to be transferred 
onto a surface.  The resulting pattern size can be controlled 
through parameters such as temperature, relative humidity, 
write speed, contact force between tip and surface, as 
well as the tip-coating condition.  For biotechnological 
applications, DPN is an attractive method that has been 
widely investigated for the deposition of biomolecules 
onto different substrates. Thus far, these efforts have 
demonstrated capability of producing specific patterns 
of biologically active molecules on highly homogeneous 
surfaces (e.g. silicon oxides, gold films, self-assembled 
monolayers and soft films).  To the best of our knowledge 
no studies have reported the successful patterning of 
bioactive molecules on biologically derived surfaces.  We 
will present successful patterning of a biologically active 
peptide onto a collagen-terminated surface derived from 
the retinal Bruch’s membrane.  Our results also show 
successful DPN of bioactive biotin molecules (having a 
collagen-binding peptide attached to it) onto collagen 
surfaces.  The biotin molecules are anchored on the surface 
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through interaction between the collagen-binding peptide 
with the exposed collagen fibers on the surface.  We have 
overcome the challenge of surface heterogeneity and 
utilized DPN to control the localization and concentration of 
molecules on a collagen-terminated tissue-derived surface.  
Patterned surfaces were also tested with retinal pigment 
epithelial cells (RPE).  Our results contribute towards the 
development of a method to engineer a suitable scaffold to 
transplant RPE cells for treatment of Age-related Macular 
Degeneration. 

  A00388-00710 

The Preparation and Properties of Conical 
Surface Nanostructures Based on Maskless 
Plasma Etching

Changzhi GU 
Institute of Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, China

The conical surface nanostructures show wide potentials 
in many application fields, such as optics, electronics, 
thermology and biology, due to their high aspect ratio and 
stable mechanical properties. Generally, the conical surface 
structures are formed by etching via mask or template 
filling. However, the complicated fabrication processes 
and the cone structures formed are not good enough to 
meet specific requirements for applications. 

In this work, we developed an efficient method, i.e., bias-
assisted plasma etching technology, for surface nanocone 
formation, which can be widely used to fabricate nanocone 
arrays not only on the surfaces of metal and semiconductor 
substrates, but also on the surfaces of insulator substrates. 
During the fabrication process of Si and diamond nanocone 
arrays, the mixtures of CH4 and H2 were used as etching 
gases, a negative bias voltage was applied to form plasma, 
and the temperature of substrate is about 800-1000oC.The 
as-formed nanocone arrays show many advantages such 
as large area, uniform orientation and controllable density. 
We proposed that the self-organized selective sputtering 
effect of methylic ions play key roles for the formation 
of nanocones. The field electron emission from the as-
formed Si and diamond cones are comparably studied. The 
excellent field emission properties of as-formed diamond 
nanocone arrays are due to their high aspect ratio structure 
(>1000), surface conductive carbon coating layer and fine 
tip radius (~2 nm). 

  A00395-00740 

Fabrication of Nanotip Array Template in Anodized  
Aluminum Oxide (AAO)

Kwang Hong LEE1; Xin Yuan LIM1; Kah Wing WAI1; 
Filippo ROMANATO1;2; Chee Cheong WONG1 
1. Materials Science & Engineering, Nanyang 
Technological University, Singapore
2. CNR-INFM, TASC National Laboratory, Trieste, Italy

We investigated the feasibility of fabricating  a nanotip 
array template  in Anodized  Aluminum Oxide (AAO) 
with a multi-step anodization procedure by changing 
the applied voltage in either a single-acid or multi-acid 
environment,  the nanopore diameters can be been varied 
systematically to yield a nanotip geometry. Using this 
method, an AAO template of nanotips with apex radius 
of 20 nm, basis diameter of 160 nm, and   aspect ratio ~ 
50 has been demonstrated. This compares favorably with 
nanotips fabricated by a combination of deep reactive ion 
etching and focused ion beam. This simple, parallel process 
method of template formation should enable nanotip arrays 
with different materials via electrochemical deposition or 
pulsed laser deposition. We demonstrate its usage with an 
Au nanotip array produced by electrodeposition.

  A00430-00810 

A Non-Transferring Dry-Adhesive with Hierarchical 
Polymer Nanohairs

Hoon Eui JEONG1; Jin-Kwan LEE2; Hong Nam KIM1; 
Sang Heup MOON2; Kahp Y. SUH1;3 
1. School of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, 
Seoul National University, Seoul, South Korea
2. School of Chemical and Biological Engineering, Seoul 
National University, Seoul, South Korea
3. Institute of Bioengineering, Seoul National University, 
Seoul, South Korea

We present a simple yet robust method for fabricating 
angled, hierarchically patterned high aspect-ratio polymer 
nanohairs to generate directionally sensitive dry adhesives. 
The slanted polymeric nanostructures were molded from 
an etched poly-Si substrate containing slanted nanoholes. 
An angled etching technique was developed to fabricate 
slanted nanoholes with flat tips by inserting an etch stop 
layer of silicon dioxide. This unique etching method was 
equipped with a Faraday cage system to control the ion-
incident angles in the conventional plasma etching system. 
The polymeric nanohairs were fabricated with tailored 
leaning angles, sizes, tip shapes and hierarchical structures. 
As a result of controlled leaning angle and bulged flat 
top of the nanohairs, the replicated, slanted nanohairs 
showed excellent directional adhesion, exhibiting strong 
shear attachment (~26 N/cm2 in maximum) in the angled 
direction and easy detachment (~2.2 N/cm2) in the opposite 
direction, with a hysteresis value of ~10. In addition to 
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single scale nanohairs, monolithic, micro/nanoscale 
combined hierarchical hairs were also fabricated by 
using a two-step UV-assisted molding technique. These 
hierarchical nanoscale patterns maintained their adhesive 
force even on a rough surface (roughness < 20 µm) due 
to an increase in the contact area by the enhanced height 
of hierarchy, whereas simple nanohairs lost their adhesion 
strength. To demonstrate the potential applications of the 
adhesive patch, the dry adhesive was used to transport 
a large area glass (47.5 × 37.5 cm2, 2nd generation TFT-
LCD glass), which could replace the current electrostatic 
transport/holding system with further optimization.

  A00462-00965 

The Effect of Surface Bond Reconstruction of 
Thermal Contact Surfaces on Phonon Transport 
in Atomic Wires

Jing LI1; Tin Cheung AU YEUNG1;2; Xuean ZHAO3; 
Chan Hin KAM1; Qinghu CHEN2 
1. School of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, 
Nanyang Technological University, Singapore
2. Department of Physics, Zhejiang Normal University, 
Jinhua, China
3. Zhejiang Institute of Modern Physics, Zhejiang 
University, Hangzhou, China

The effect of surface bond reconstruction of Si contact 
surfaces on phonon transport in Si atomic wire is 
investigated. Green’s function method is applied to 
calculate the thermal conductance and local heat currents. 
Results shows that the phonon transport in atomic wires 
is enhanced significantly by surface bond reconstruction 
at the thermal contact surface. A blue shift for phonon 
transmission function is induced by the surface bond 
reconstruction.

  A00499-01827 

Exploring Molecular Assembly at Surfaces

Federico ROSEI 
INRS-EMT, University du Quebec, Canada

The adsorption and self–assembly of organic molecules at 
surfaces has recently been investigated extensively, both 
because of the fundamental interest and for prospective 
applications in nanoelectronics. Molecule–molecule and 
molecule–substrate interactions can be tuned by appropriate 
choice of substrate material and symmetry. Upon molecular 
adsorption, surfaces typically do not behave as static 
templates, but often rearrange to accommodate different 
molecular species. We review recent experiments using 
Scanning Tunnelling Microscopy, providing new insight 
into fundamental properties such as molecular diffusion 
and self–assembly via surface templating and H-bonding 
driven by co-adsorption. Our approach is to modify 

surfaces providing suitable surface cues, that may guide 
the assembly of adsorbates and more complicated building 
blocks like living cells on biomaterials. We jokingly call 
this approach ‘Playing Tetris at the Nanoscale’ 

  A00515-01542 

Real Time Visualization of Template Directed 
Colloidal Self Assembly

Qin ZHAO1; Maria Regina HARTONO1; 
Husen Kartasasmita KANG1; Chan Hoe YIP1;2; 
Chee Cheong WONG1;2 
1. School of Materials Science and Engineering, Nanyang 
Technological University, Singapore
2. Singapore MIT Alliance, National University of 
Singapore, Singapore

Templated substrates offer a way to exercise more control 
in the convective self assembly of colloidal nanospheres, 
useful as building blocks for basic photonic elements 
or lithographic masks.In this work, we investigated the 
size effect of the periodic patterns on dynamic colloidal 
self assembly during horizontal evaporation in a sessile 
drop. For the patterned substrate, polymer gratings 
with periodicities of 350 nm, 800 nm and 1.1 µm were 
fabricated by interference lithography (IL) with Lloyd’s 
mirror configuration, in which periodic patterns are created 
in the photoresist by coherent interference of light. We 
also fabricated patterned substrates with 5µm features by 
optical lithography; the features include gratings, triangles, 
squares and circles. 

For the colloidal suspension, we synthesized monodisperse 
poly-styrene (PS) colloidal spheres (850nm in size) 
using an emulsifier-free emulsion polymerization.  With 
potassium per-sulfate as initiator, the surface of colloidal 
spheres was terminated with sulfate groups and thus carry 
a negative charge. The concentrations of PS suspension 
ranged from 0.05 wt% to 0.3 wt%. We also varied the 
charge neutrality of PS colloids by adding three different 
types of surfactants, i.e. nonionic surfactant Igepal CO720 
(0.3 mmol/L), anionic surfactant sodium dodecyl sulfate 
(SDS, 3.6 mmol/L) and cationic surfactant dodecyl-
trimethyl-ammonium bromide (DTAB, 3 mmol/L).

The real time video monitoring reveals that the hydrophobic 
interactions between PS spheres and patterned substrate 
have great impacts in the colloidal self-assembly process. 
When the grating size is comparable to the sphere diameter 
(i.e. 800nm and 1.1μm) larger area of ordered close packed 
hexagonal monolayer could be obtained. When the feature 
size is much larger (i.e. 5μm grating, triangle, square 
and circle) than particle diameter, self assembly occurs 
in clusters with the same shape as the features on the 
substrate.
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  A00558-01242 

Nanostructure Formation on Polymer Films by 
Electron Beam Irradiation

Vaibhav KULSHRESTHA1; Garima AGARWAL1; 
Balram TRIPATHI2; Kamlendra AWASTHI2; 
Rashi NATHAWAT2; Indra Prabh JAIN1; 
Yogesh Kumar VIJAY2 
1. Centre for Non-Conventional Energy Resources, 
University of Rajasthan, Jaipur, India
2. Department of Physics, University of Rajasthan, 
Jaipur, India

The modifications on polycarbonate (PC) films induced by 
electron beam irradiation are analyzed. PC films of 25µm 
were irradiated by electron beam of 2 MeV at BRIT Mumbai, 
India. The changes due to exposure were investigated by 
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), Raman spectroscopy, 
Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA), Fourier Transform 
Infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and gas permeation. Results 
from AFM imaging showed electron implantation-induced 
changes in surface morphology of the polymer film. The 
residual gas analyzer (RGA) spectrum of PC is recorded 
in situ during irradiation. The results show the change in 
cross-linking density of the polymer at the top surface. The 
strength of the polymer film increases by the irradiation. 
The FTIR analysis doesn’t show remarkable change after 
irradiation. 

  A00598-04236 

Stresses Relaxation Mechanism in the  
Si-SiO2 System and its Influence on the Interface 
Properties

Daniel KROPMAN1;3; Enn MELLIKOV1; 
Tiit KARNER2; Tonu LAAS3; Artur MEDVID4 
1. Tallinn University of Technology, Estonia
2. Tartu University, Estonia
3. Tallinn University, Estonia
4. Riga Technical University, Latvia

It is well known that internal mechanical stresses (IMS)  
can partially reduce the surface strain due to the differences 
in the thermal expansion coefficients between films and 
substrates. This difference caused lattices mismatch 
in the Si-SiO2 system, resulting in the generation and 
redistribution of point defetcs (PD) within the system. 
However, no investigation  of this process on the atomic 
scale has been carried out so far. The purpose of the present 
work is to investigate  the stress relaxation mechanism in 
the Si-SiO2 system by means  of  EPR, scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) and samples bending measurements. 
PD density and stresses in the SiO2-Si system were varied 
by oxidation condition (temperature, time, cooling rate, 
ambient) and by Si3N4 deposition on SiO2. Different signs   
of the thermal expansion coefficient of the SiO2 and Si3N4 
on Si allow the modification of IMS at the interface. It has 

been found that samples deflection decreases or increases 
simultaneously with EPR signal intensity depending on the 
oxidation condition (temperature). At lower temperature 
(1100oC) the deflection of the samples decreases with an 
increase of the EPR signal intensity (E`centres in SiO2 
and vacancy complexes in Si).  At a higher oxidation 
temperature (1200oC) the deflection and EPR signal 
intensity increase simultaneously, which suggest that the 
relaxation mechanism of the stresses is different. After 
laser irradiation, the EPR signal with g-factor 2,006 
connected with E`centers decrease. A possible reason for 
that can be the change of the IMS under laser irradiation 
and compressive stresses appear in SiO2 instead of tensil 
stresses. This assumption is confirmed by the change of 
the samples bending after laser irradiation. 

  A00646-01161 

Hybrid and Metallic Nanostructures Fabricated 
by Direct Laser Writing

Konstantina TERZAKI1;2; Arune GAIDUKEVICIUTE1; 
Carsten REINHARDT1;3; Anastasia GIAKOUMAKI1;4; 
Costas FOTAKIS1;2; Boris CHICHKOV1;3; 
Maria FARSARI1; Maria VAMVAKAKI1;4 
1. Foundation for Research and Technology Hellas, 
Institute of Electronic Structure and Laser, Heraklion, 
Greece
2. Department of Physics, University of Crete, Heraklion, 
Greece
3. Laser Zentrum Hannover e.V, Hannover, Germany
4. Department of Materials Science and Technology, 
University of Crete, Heraklion, Greece

Three-dimensional (3D) nanostructures have attracted great 
interest in many different applications such as photonics, 
micromechanical devices and microelectromechanical 
systems (MEMS), sensors and scaffolds for tissue 
engineering. Two main approaches have been developed 
for the fabrication of polymer materials with periodic 
3D nanostructures; the first known as the bottom-up 
approach employs the self-assembly properties of small 
building blocks to form periodic 3D structures while 
the second is based on a top-down approach in which 
the nanostructures are created using microfabrication 
techniques (i.e. multi-beam interference or direct 
laser writing). Photopolymerization is one of the most 
important photochemical processes that have been used 
for 3D nanostructure fabrication. It involves the laser 
irradiation of a material which undergoes a transition to a 
polymerized solid while the non-polymerized material is 
easily removed by a developing process to afford the 3D 
structures. Two photon polymerization (2PP) has attracted 
particular attention lately as a nonlinear optical technique 
which allows the direct laser writing of 3D nanostructures 
with sub-micron resolution. The polymerization process 
is initiated when the beam of an ultra-fast infrared laser 
is tightly focused into the volume of a transparent, 
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photosensitive material. Two-photon absorption takes 
place within the focal volume; by moving the focused 
laser beam in a three-dimensional manner within the resin, 
3D structures can be fabricated. In the present work we 
have used 2PP for the periodic structuring of organic-
inorganic hybrid materials prepared by a sol-gel process. 
Appropriate functionalization of the silicon-oxide-based 
sol-gel materials with metal binding organic moieties allow 
the selective metalation of the 3D nanostructures without 
the need for post-polymerization processing and/or surface 
modification. Gold nanoparticles are formed first within 
the nanostructures via selective polymer-metal interaction 
followed by the immersion of the nanostructures in a 
silvering bath to cover them with a uniform silver coating 
by seed nucleation and growth of the metallic film. Figure 
1 shows a silver coated 3D nanostructure fabricated by 
2PP. These tailor-made functional materials are very 
attractive for use in photonics, microelectronic devices 
and metamaterials. 

  A00697-01253 

Simulation and Experimental Study on De-
molding Process in Nanoimprint Lithography

Yoshihiko HIRAI1;3; Hiroaki KAWATA1;3; 
Zygmunt RYMUZA2 
1. Physics and Electronics Engineering, Osaka Prefecture 
University, Sakai/Osaka, Japan
2. Institute of Micromechanics and Photonics, Warsaw 
University of Technology, Poland
3. Core Research for Evolutional Science and 
Technology, Japan Science and Technology Corporation, 
Kawaguchi/Saitama, Japan

De-molding process in nanoimprint lithography (NIL) is 
essential for successful pattern transfer in both thermal and 
UV NIL.  Adhesion and friction factor between mold and 
polymer are evaluated by scanning probe microscopy and 
measured the de-molding forces in thermal NIL process 
in variation of the de-molding temperature and molecular 
weight of polymer using PMMA.  Also, de-molding force 
for UV NIL resin is evaluated on exposure dosages.  On 
the other hand, mechanical simulation has been carried out 
to estimate normal contact force between side wall of the 
mold and resist resin by thermal / UV shrinkage.

  A00698-01255 

Hybrid Nanopattern Supramolecular Architecture 
Investigated by Scanning Tunneling Microscopy

Li-Jun WAN 
Institute of Chemistry, Chinese Academy of Sciences, 
Beijing, China

Self-organization and self-assembly play important roles 
in the so-called “bottom-up” strategy of nanofabrication. 

The design and control of specifically patterned self-
assembled adlayers on two-dimensional (2D) surfaces has 
led to a variety of promising candidates for applications 
in nanoelectronic, sensor and molecular devices. Recently, 
the formation, structures and properties of different self-
assembled adlayers have been intensively investigated. The 
use of powerful observation techniques such as scanning 
tunneling microscopy (STM) has enabled thorough 
investigations of the influence of solvent, chemical 
structure, substrate and temperature on adlayer self-
assembly to be performed. Following from these successes 
in observation there is now a shift toward exhibiting greater 
control over adlayer formation and architecture. Successful 
structural control requires that the intermolecular 
adsorbate-adsorbate and substrate-adsorbate interactions 
be studied and rationally employed in adlayer design. By 
carefully balancing these interactions, well-defined adlayer 
self-assemblies can be formed on different substrates 
and in different environments by physical and chemical 
methods. Furthermore, beyond one-component surface 
self-assembly, multi-component assemblies arising from 
molecular coadsorption have also attracted much interest 
due to their inherently increased structural diversity and 
highly variable properties, which make hybrid adlayer 
assemblies even more attractive for potential materials 
applications. It is well known that the performance 
of organic semiconductors in molecular electronic 
devices depends, at least in part, on their supramolecular 
organization and morphology. Understanding the structure 
of multi-component assemblies is crucial in improving 
device performance.

In this article we report the design and preparation of a 
series of hybrid nanopattern adlayer assemblies from a two-
component donor/acceptor system and have imaged their 
molar-ratio dependent structures with STM. The hybrid 
supramolecular architectures have been fabricated with 
acceptor 1,4-bis(4-pyridylethynyl)-2,3-bis-dodecyloxy-
benzene (PBP) and donor 2,6-bis(3,4,5-tris-dodecyloxy-
phenyl)dithieno[3,2-b:2’,3’-d]thiophene (DTT) on highly 
oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) surfaces and their 
structure and molecular conductance are characterized 
by scanning tunneling microscopy/spectroscopy (STM/
STS). Stable, one-component adlayers of PBP and DTT 
are also investigated. The coadsorption of two-component 
mixtures of PBP and DTT results in a variety of hybrid 
nanopattern architectures that differ from those of their 
respective one-component surface assemblies. Adjusting 
the acceptor/donor molar ratio in mixed adlayer assemblies 
results in dramatic changes in the structure of the hybrid 
nanopatterns. STS measurements indicate that the HOMO 
and LUMO energy levels of PBP and DTT on an HOPG 
surface are relatively insensitive to changes in the hybrid 
supramolecular architectures. These results provide 
important insight into the design and fabrication of two-
dimensional hybrid supramolecular architectures. The 
results presented here are of significance to understanding 
how the fabrication of hybrid adlayer nanopatterns can be 
controlled on 2D surfaces and how that control may lead 
to more efficient organic materials.
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  A00700-04353 

Dynamic Stencil Lithography - An In-situ Free-
motion Nanopatterning Technique

Veronica SAVU; Guillermo VILLANUEVA; 
Oscar VAZQUEZ-MENA; Katrin SIDLER; 
Kristopher PATAKY; Juergen BRUGGER 
Microengineering, Ecole Polytechnique Federale de 
Lausanne, Lausanne, Switzerland

Stencil lithography, a high resolution shadow mask 
technique, belongs to the class of emerging nanopatterning 
methods. In contrast to e.g. nanoimprint lithography or 
micro-contact printing, no photoresist, chemical or thermal 
processing and physical contact between mask and surface 
is required. This makes vacuum stenciling inherently 
clean and applicable to fragile, non-planar, and sensitive 
surfaces.   Recent results suggest that stencil lithography 
is scalable to < 50 nm on full-wafer scale to fabricate e.g. 
nanowires, to perform highly localized plasma etching 
and ion implantation, and to fabricate tunnel junctions 
by multi-step stenciling inside a vacuum chamber. The 
absence of photoresist, solvents and baking steps also 
allows the application of stencils to polymer substrates 
for future plastic electronic applications and/or to cell 
adhesion experiments for biology.

This talk will present results obtained with a recently-
developed dynamic stencil lithography prototype for 
step-and-repeat and free-motion patterning. While under 
vacuum, the stencil and the substrate can be moved 
relative to each other in between or during material 
depositions, with variable speeds and at controlled spatial 
gaps from each other. This allows height modulation and 
steepness control of patterns at the sub-100 nm scale. One 
fundamental topic this system allows characterizing is the 
atomic flux passing through a small aperture. For this the 
setup is adapted to incorporate a nanoelectromechanical 
mass sensor monolithically integrated in CMOS circuitry. 
Various other applications that take advantage of the in-
situ clean multi-material interfaces and parallel local 
nanopatterning enabled by dynamic stencils will also be 
described. The repeated re-usability of the stencils makes 
this technique cost, energy and resource efficient, thus 
allowing eco-friendly nanomanufacturing.

  A00706-01264 

New Strategies for Improving Dip-Pen 
Nanolithography

Chien-Ching WU1;2; Huaping XU3;4; Cees OTTO2; 
David N. REINHOUDT1; Jurriaan HUSKENS3; 
Vinod SUBRAMANIAM2; Aldrik H. VELDERS1 
1. Laboratory of Supramolecular Chemistry and 
Technology, MESA+ Institute for Nanotechnology - 
University of Twente, Enschede, Netherlands
2. BioPhysical Engineering Group, MESA+ Institute 
for Nanotechnology - University of Twente, Enschede, 
Netherlands
3. Molecular Nanofabrication Group, MESA+ Institute 
for Nanotechnology - University of Twente, Enschede, 
Netherlands
4. Membrane Technology Group, MESA+ Institute 
for Nanotechnology - University of Twente, Enschede, 
Netherlands

Dip-pen nanolithography (DPN), enables the preparation 
of patterns from the sub 100-nm to many micrometers 
length scale, by transferring ink molecules coated on a tip 
to a substrate via a water meniscus formed between the 
tip and the substrate surface. Since the invention of DPN, 
a large variety of “ink” molecules, including alkylthiols, 
proteins, DNA, particles, collagens and other molecules, 
have been deposited on gold, glass and silicon oxide 
surfaces. One of the applications is the fabrication of micro 
and nanopatterns of biomolecules in a controlled way. 
This potential application attracts growing attention in 
the fields of medicine and biotechnology. Although direct 
DPN methods provide a simple and straightforward way 
to fabricate patterns of biomolecules, some drawbacks are 
awaiting solutions. For instance the slow diffusion of high 
molecular weight molecules, the limited amount of ink 
and the difficulty of maintaining the biological functional 
properties on a dried tip surface seemed to limit this 
approach. We will present new strategies and experimental 
results to circumvent these drawbacks.

We have grown a porous, ultrathin film on the surface of 
an AFM tip to increase the volume of the ink reservoir and 
to increase the lifetime of protein functionality. A new and 
simple method is presented to create hydrophilic porous 
structures on the tip surface. With these pore structures as 
“ink reservoir”, multiple writing of proteins without re-
inking is achieved, as will be exemplified for two different 
molecular weight proteins. Enhanced green fluorescent 
protein incorporating a His6-tag (His-EGFP) and histidine-
tagged tetrameric reef coral fluorescent protein (His-
DsRed), were deposited onto Nickel(II)-Nitrilotriacetic acid 
self-assembled monolayer (Ni-NTA SAM)-functionalized 
glass substrates at sub-micron scale. The Ni-NTA system 
allows the oriented and reversible binding of His-tagged 
biomolecules via the formation of complexes with metal 
ions. EGFP and DsRed are intrinsically fluorescent when 
properly folded, so this intrinsic fluorescence is a marker 
of the structural integrity of the protein.
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  A00717-01282 

Enhaced the Extraction Efficiency of AlGaInP 
LEDs with n-side nano-roughened surface using 
Inductively Coupled Cl2/BCl3/Ar Plasma

Jee-Hue JOO1;2; Hwa-Sub OH1; Sang-Hern LEE1; 
Sung-Hoon JUNG1; Jong-Hyeob BAEK1; June-Key LEE2 
1. LED Device Team, Korea Photonics Technology 
Institute, Gwangju, South Korea
2. School of Materials Science and Engineering, 
Chonnam National University, Gwangju, South Korea

The n-side surface roughness technique, which is a 
commonly employes for III-V compounds, was used 
to increase the light output efficiency of AlGaInP 
heterostructure. In this study, the n-side surface of LED, 
which is a AlGaInP surface, was roughened by both the 
formation of a silver nano-mask on a AlGaInP surface 
of an LED and by inductively coupled plasma(ICP). As 
a result, the light extraction efficiency of the LED with 
a nano-roughened surface deep etching was significantly 
higher than that of a conventional LED with chemical wet 
etching. After deposition and annealing, thickness of the 
deoposited films according to nano cluster formation was 
evidenced by Transmission electron microscopy(TEM). 
This roughening technique is quite suitable for the 
fabrication of AlGaInP-based materials.

  A00744-03665 

Atom Probe Tomography of Self-Assembled 
Monolayers

Rongkun ZHENG; Wenrong YANG; Baptiste GAULT; 
Kyle RATINAC; Filip BRAET; Simon RINGER 
Australian Key Centre for Microscopy and Microanalysis, 
The University of Sydney, NSW, Australia

Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) provide molecular-
level control over surface modification and thereby alter 
transport, optical and/or magnetic properties, which 
makes them attractive for bottom up nanofabrication of, 
for example, nanoelectronic devices, sensor arrays or 
supercapacitors. It has increasingly been recognized that 
controllable design of these nanostructures requires highly 
accurate, sensitive and direct characterizations, which have 
not yet been fully met. For example, mass spectroscopy 
and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy are quantitative and 
highly sensitive to the composition of individual functional 
groups and are widely used for surface analysis. However, 
these techniques provide results averaged over 1-10 nm 
in depth and several microns laterally. Specific, direct 
molecular imagings of SAM interfaces are not resolved. 
Therefore, key questions about the precise surface science 

of these interface structures remain of great interest. Atom 
Probe Tomography (APT) is an analytical microscopy 
technique that provides high resoltuion tomographic 
3D images of the distributions of individual atoms and 
has been widely used to characterize inorganic materials 
at ultrahigh resolution. Following preliminary results, we 
now report the successful application of APT for direct 
3D imaging and quantitative compositional analysis of an 
alkanethiolate SAMs on Au and Ni.

  A00766-01349 

Nanocrystalline Polymeric Coating for Corrosion 
Protection

Cheak Khan Willy TAN; Li Ling NG 
School of Applied Science - New Materials Technology 
Development Center, Republic Polytechnic, Singapore

Nano-fibrous polyaniline coating was electrodeposited 
onto 304L stainless steel using a novel pulsed technique. 
The nucleation and nuclei growth rates are controllable 
by the electrical current applied to the electrodeposition. 
This new pulsed technique employed the “Repeating 
Chronopotentiometry” principle, which allows the 
production of smaller nano crystal size by employing 
much lower current density instead of the higher current 
density when using the normal pulsed deposition. A porous 
network of nano-fibrous polyaniline was observed under 
Field Emission Scanning Electron microscope. The size 
of the fibres was found to range from 100 – 200 nm. The 
coating cyclic polarization was used to assess the corrosion 
protection ability of various coatings for comparison. It 
was found that the coating with smaller crystal size would 
have better performance in corrosion protection and 
such nano-fibrous polyaniline coating was found to have 
better performance in protecting 304L stainless steel from 
corrosion attack and superior pitting resistance property.

  A00768-01351 

The Optical Properties of Antireflection 
Nanostructured Surfaces Fabricated by 
Nanoparticles

Bo-Tau LIU; Wei-De YEH 
Department of Chemical and Materials Engineering, 
National Yunlin University of Science and Technology, 
Taiwan

Based on the effective medium theory, the optical 
properties of the antireflective nanostructured surfaces 
fabricated by nanoparticles are analyzed for the variation 
on the sizes of the nanoparticles and the lengths between 
nanoparticles. We show that the values of the minimum 
reflectance kept almost constant for the various sizes of 
the particles, although the wavelength responding to the 
minimum reflectance becomes larger for the particles 
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from small to large. When the particles become closer 
and closer, the values of the minimum reflectance become 
smaller, approaching minimum, then larger. It means that 
the optimal antireflection is for appropriate concentration 
of the particles on the surface, not the most. From the 
experiments of nano-silica particles coated on the surface 
of the glass, the results reveal the coincidence with that 
analyzed by the effective medium theory.

  A00777-01363 

Substrate Dependent Self-Assembled Epitaxial 
Growth of Nanoscale Cu3Si on Si Wafers Assisted 
by Au Nanoparticles

Zhou ZHANG1; Tom WU1; Lai Mun WONG2; 
Shi jie WANG2 
1. Physics and Applied Physics, Nanyang Technological 
University, Singapore
2. Institute of Materials Research and Engineering, 
Singapore

Studying the reaction between Si and metal elements and 
understanding the properties of synthesized compounds 
are important for applications in modern semiconductor 
industry. In this work, nanoscale Cu3Si has been grown on 
Si wafers through a template-free Au-nanoparticle-assisted 
vapor transport method. It is observed that their shape 
and morphology are controlled by the orientation of the 
substrates. Nanoscale triangles, squares, and wires were 
grown on Si (111), (100), and (110) substrates, respectively. 
The sides of nanotriangles and nanosquares and the 
growth direction of the nanowires are all along Si <110>, 
giving rise to long range ordering of the nanostructures. 
TEM study of cross section indicates epitaxial growth of 
Cu3Si on Si substrates. During the growth of Cu3Si, Au 
nanoparticles absorb Cu vapor and facilitate the rate-
limited diffusion of Si by breaking the barrier of native 
SiO2 layer on the substrate surface, which is critical for 
the shape-controlled growth of the nanostructures. The 
size of the as grown nanostructures can be controlled by 
Au nanoparticle size, growth temperature, growth time, 
pressure and other parameters.

This bottom-up approach to synthesize of Si substrate 
dependent shape- and orientation- controlled Cu3Si 
nanostructures might be applicable to the tailored growth 
of other materials.

  A00824-02071 

Non-close-packed Non-spherical Colloidal 
Particle Structures Fabricated by Combining Pre-
heating and Reactive Ion Etching

Chunxiao CONG; William Chandra JUNU; Ting YU; 
Zexiang SHEN 
Division of Physics and Applied Physics, Nanyang 
Technological University, Singapore

We report a low-cost and simple nanosphere 
lithographic process to fabricate controllable 
nonspherical nanopatterns with long-range order by 
pre-heating and oxygen reactive ion etching (RIE) 
of monolayer and double-layer polystyrene (PS) 
spheres. This strategy allows outstanding control of 
the size and morphology of the colloidal particles and 
expands the applications of the colloidal patterns as 
templates for the preparation of ordered functional 
nanostructure arrays. Various nanostructures with 
long-range order, including network structures with 
tunable neck length and width, hexagonal-shaped and 
rectangular-shaped arrays as well as nanohole arrays, 
were fabricated by this route. These ordered structures 
of nonspherical colloidal particles are unique and are 
first reported here. They have important applications 
in the fields of photonic crystals, catalysts, biosensors, 
as well as serving as good deposition or etching masks 
for growth of other two-dimensional nanostructures. 

  A00830-01443 

Tuning the 2D Supramolecular Self-Assembly of 
Binary Organic Layers 

Esther BARRENA1;3;4; Dimas DE OTEYZA2;4; 
Tobias N. KRAUSS1; Enrique ORTEGA2; 
Helmut DOSCH1;3; Yutaka WAKAYAMA4 
1. Low-dimensional and Metastable Materials, Max-
Planck-Institut for Metall Research, Stuttgart, Germany
2. Donostia International Physics Center, San Sebastian, 
Spain
3. Institut fur Theoretische und Angewandte Physik, 
Universtiy of Stuttgart, Stuttgart, Germany
4. National Institute for Materials Science, Tsukuba, 
Japan

Non-covalent interactions are responsible for hierarchical 
self-assembling of organic and biological architectures. In 
two dimensions (2D), beside intermolecular interactions, 
adsorbate-substrate interactions come into the play 
affecting or even dictating the 2D self organization process. 
This concept has sparked enormous research as avenue 
for the bottom-up design of molecular nanostructures. 
Mixing building blocks of small organic molecules in 
multicomponent supramolecular structures is one of 
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the potential strategies for the development of organic 
functional surfaces with novel properties or nanostructured 
templates.

In this work we show that the growth of ordered binary 
monolayers can be tailored via variation of the relative co-
deposition ratio and the substrate. The structure and self-
assembly mechanisms of the pure and binary layers have 
been analyzed by STM.  We have been able to provide the 
first pieces of a catalogue of molecular self organization 
as a function of the molecular species represented here 
by fluorinated copper-phthalocyanine (F16CuPc) and 
diindenoperylene (DIP), relative concentration and the 
substrate being Au(111) and Cu(111). The formation 
of C-F···H-C interactions are the driving force for the 
supramolecular self-assembling. We show that the enhanced 
intermolecular interactions in the binary layers result in 
reduced molecule-substrate interactions compared to that 
of the pure films. The self-assembling of F16CuPc and 
pentacene on Cu(100) has been in addition investigated. 
Here, as a result of the interplay between intermolecular 
C-F···H-C interactions and a stronger molecule-substrate 
interaction, the packing of the binary layer is not as 
close and a network of vacancies in the range of ~ 8 Å is 
formed. 

These studies offer new insight into the interplay among 
non-covalent interactions in the self-assembly of functional 
organic nanostructures on surfaces.

  A00905-01623 

Crystalline Structure of Solvation Layers at the 
Liquid-Solid Interface by AFM

Wulf HOFBAUER1; Rongjian HO1; 
Nitya Nand GOSVAMI2; Sean J. O’SHEA1 
1. Institute of Materials Research and Engineering, 
Singapore
2. Leibniz-Institut fur Neue Materialien gGmbH, 
Saarbrucken, Germany

At the boundary of a solid substrate, liquid molecules can 
undergo molecular ordering well above their bulk freezing 
temperature. The solid-like layer structure of liquid films 
confined between a substrate and a probe is commonly 
detected by well-known oscillatory “solvation forces” as 
a function of the probe height.

Using frequency-modulated dynamic force microscopy at 
small cantilever vibration amplitudes (0.25 nm peak-peak), 
we detect 0.5 nm thick solvation layers of dodecanol on a 
HOPG substrate via their oscillatory stiffness signature. 
The spectra show a sudden onset of the oscillatory region, 
suggesting a sharp boundary between “layered” and “bulk” 
liquid. Furthermore, we are able to control the tip height in 
frequency-feedback mode and obtain molecular resolution 
topography images in successive layers. The images reveal 

highly ordered molecular layers, extending for several 
nanometers away from the substrate into the bulk. This 
provides strong evidence for a 3D crystalline (as opposed 
to liquid crystal) structure of the interfacial region.

Depending on the AFM tip condition, we also observe 
characteristic features in the dissipation spectrum as a 
function of tip height. We correlate these features with the 
stiffness (frequency shift) of the confined molecular layers 
and provide a simple model on how dissipation may arise 
from the collective dynamics of the molecules during the 
squeeze-out process.

Finally, it is well known from 2D surface studies that 
the microscopic shape of the tip plays a significant 
role in scanning probe techniques. We will show force 
spectroscopic artifacts highlighting that the tip shape is of 
even more concern when probing within a 3D interface 
region.

  A00926-02173 

Investigation of Anti-adhesive Coatings for Nano-
imprinting Lithography

Zhaowei ZHONG1; Xuechuan SHAN2; Yongchang YAO1 
1. School of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, 
Nanyang Technological University, Singapore
2. Singapore Institute of Manufacturing Technology, 
Singapore

This paper presents a study of a nano-imprinting 
lithography technique and an anti-adhesive coating method. 
The purpose of this study is to explore the methods for 
successful manufacturing processes. Experiments were 
conducted and they demonstrated the capability of the 
imprinting process to reproduce micro- and nano-scale 
patterns. Features with line-widths down to 400 nm and 
uniformity of less than ±1% over an 8-inch wafer have 
been obtained. Micro- and nano-scale channels and pillars 
for microfluidic devices have been fabricated by one 
printing step on a large surface. The excellent uniformity 
of the imprinted pattern shows that the yield of the process 
would be suitable for actual manufacturing applications.

For nano-imprinting processes, it is necessary to provide 
the molds with good anti-sticking surface properties. 
The control of adhesion in the nano-imprinting process 
is a major issue in the creation of reliable, high-yield 
techniques for the replication of more complex and smaller 
structures. Therefore, an anti-adhesive coating method for 
nano-imprinting lithography was also studied. One simple 
FDTS (1H-, 1H-, 2H, 2H,-perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane) 
coating method was investigated. To get the optimum 
parameters of the coating process, a surface-contact angle 
goniometer and an atomic force microscope were used for 
detailed comparison of the coating surfaces produced with 
different process parameters. 
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With the anti-adhesive coating, the contact angle of mold 
surfaces changed from 30º to 90º. On the other hand, the 
surface roughness increased after coating. The relationships 
between the coated surface characteristics (the contact 
angle, etc.) and the coating parameters (the coating 
time, baking time and solution concentration, etc.) were 
experimentally determined. A simple coating method via 
the liquid phase with optimum parameters was established. 
The nano-imprinting process was performed using the 
mold coated with optimized parameters. The imprinting 
results showed that the FDTS coating was effective to 
reduce the interfacial forces between the mold and the 
polymer for nano-imprinting. In addition, the contact 
angle measurement and the atomic force microscope 
investigation showed that the FDTS anti-adhesive layer 
had no obvious degradation after the imprinting process. It 
can be expected that after FDTS coating, the anti-adhesive 
layer is reliable for multiple imprinting processes.

  A00926-02205 

A Micro Roller Hot Embossing Process for 
Microfluidic Device Fabrication

Zhaowei ZHONG1; Zhenfeng WANG2; Lip Pin YEO2; 
Zhiping WANG2; Thang Van SANG1; Sum Huan NG2 
1. School of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, 
Nanyang Technological University, Singapore
2. Singapore Institute of Manufacturing Technology, 
Singapore

This paper presents the results of experimental 
investigations of a micro roller hot embossing process. To 
gain fundamental understanding of the newly developed 
process, it is important to identify major process parameters 
that can be precisely controlled for improving the process 
performance. A flexible nickel mold with different patterns 
and polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) as the substrate 
material were used in the experiments. 

Preliminary experiments were conducted and embossed 
micro channels on PMMA substrates were investigated, 
and the important process parameters were identified. 
Then, the design of experiments with three factors 
and three levels was performed and experiments were 
conducted using a stainless-steel bottom roller or a 
polyurethane bottom roller. Design-Expert software was 
used to employ the Response Surface Methodology for 
analyzing the experimental results and optimizing the 
process parameters. The effects of the process parameters 
and their interactions on the responses were investigated. 
The effect of roller temperature was found to be statistically 
significant on all responses of the process.

Response surface graphs were generated for each of 
the responses showing how the normalized depth of the 
embossed channel varied as a function of the process 
parameters. Optimization of the micro roller hot embossing 

process was performed, and the process window was 
established. 17 sets of optimized process paramters were 
obtained. The experimental investigations reveal great 
potential for mass production of microfluidic devices. 
A very short duration of less than one minute is enough 
to fabricate different patterns of microstructures on a 
polymeric substrate.

  A00971-01691 

Fluorinated Brush-type Amphiphilic Diblock 
Copolymers and its Application for Anti-Fouling

Maureen B. H. TAN1; Hazrat HUSSAIN1; 
Chakravarthy GUDIPATI1; Ye LIU1; Chao Bin HE1; 
Thomas DAVIS2 
1. Institute of Materials Research and Engineering, 
Singapore
2. Centre for Advanced Macromolecular Design (CAMD), 
University of New South Wales, Sydney, Australia

Well-defined fluorinated brush-like amphiphilic diblock 
copolymers of poly(ethylene glycol)methyl ether 
methacrylate (P(PEGMA)) and poly(pentafluorostyrene) 
(PPFS) have been successfully synthesized via atom 
transfer radical polymerization (ATRP). The self-
assembly behaviors of these polymers were studied using 
a combination of 1H-NMR, atomic force microscopy 
(AFM), fluorescence spectrometry, static and dynamic 
light scattering and transmission electron microscopy 
(TEM) techniques. TEM and AFM images of this 
copolymer cast from chloroform illustrate the formation 
of nano-sized surface patterns with sizes between 20 to 
30 nm due to phase separation of the hydrophobic and 
hydrophilic blocks. Micelles with PPFS as core and self-
assembled P(PEGMA) as corona were formed in aqueous 
solution. In addition the structure of the polymer chains 
close to the particle surface is brush-like (hydrophobic 
main chain and hydrophilic branches). The hydrodynamic 
radius (Rh) of the copolymers in aqueous solution was in 
the nanometer range and they were independent of the 
polymer concentrations, which suggest that these micelles 
were formed via the closed association model. The micelles 
possessed a thick hydration layer which was verified by 
the ratio of the radius of gyration, Rg to the hydrodynamic 
radius, Rh. Quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation 
monitoring (QCM-D) was used to evaluate the adsorption 
of three different proteins on the polymer surface. The 
adsorbed mass of protein, ∆m was calculated from Sauerbrey 
equation, where the data suggest a very complex structural 
rearrangement and conformational changes occurring within 
the polymeric layer because QCM-D does not simply measure 
the mass of polymer or protein but also includes any entrained 
solvent within the adsorbed layer. The percentage of bovine 
serum albumin (BSA) and lectin adsorbed onto the polymeric 
surface is below 25 percent when normalized against the 
control surface which suggests that the polymer has good 
potential as anti-protein fouling surface.
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  A01008-01764 

Laser Projection Direct Patterning in Passivation 
Layer of Thin-film Transistors

Chao-Nan CHEN1; Gene SHEU1; Shao-Ming YANG1; 
Gwo-Mei WU2 
1. Computer Science and Information Engineering, Asia 
University, Taichung, Taiwan
2. Institute of Electro-Optical Engineering, Chang Gung 
University, Taoyuan, Taiwan

The KrF excimer laser for photoablation in passivation 
layer has been studied. The surface morphology and 
laser photoablation efficiency on passivation layer after 
photoablation has also been investigated in this study.

The organic passivation layer polyimides (PI) 300 nm and 
the inorganic passivation layer silicon nitride (SiNx) 300 
nm were deposited on thin film transistors (TFTs) by spin 
coater and plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition 
(PECVD) respectively. The etch rate of passivation layer 
by laser ablation depends on the laser energy density 
and irradiation shot number. The KrF excimer laser can 
effectively ablation 300 nm depth patterns in the organic 
PI thin film and the inorganic SiNx thin film passivation 
layer by laser energy density 300 mJ/cm2 and 1050 mJ/cm2 
respectively. The organic and the inorganic passivation 
layer patterning by excimer laser projection ablation 
technolique provides a unique method to reduce the cost 
and process time of manufacturing thin-film transistors.

  A01015-02470 

Formation of Self Organized Patterns in 
Polystyrene Thin-film by Solvent Condensation

Ankur VERMA; Ashutosh SHARMA 
Chemical Engineering, Indian Institute of Technology 
Kanpur, Kanpur, India

Patterning of soft polymeric surfaces and thin-films 
has potential applications in the fabrication of polymer 
electronic devices, micro-batteries, protective and aesthetic 
coatings etc. In recent years it has drawn attention of many 
researchers because it is an easy and cheap method of 
creating fairly complex structures.

Dewetting of polystyrene on silicon wafer is a well studied 
system. With no other external constraints, researchers 
because it is an easy and cheap method of creating
 dewetting of uniform thin-film produces isotropic and 
random distribution of polymer droplets. The size and 
the periodicity of these droplets depend on the initial 
film thickness. There are efforts to align those droplets 
by putting external or internal constrains. The dewetting 
process starts with the creation of randomly distributed 
holes in the film when it is heated above its glass transition 
temperature. These holes then grow and coalesce to form 

droplets. If somehow we can control or guide the creation 
of these holes at preferred locations, then the finally 
evolvedstructure will also be regular.

Here we demonstrate a technique to make well-arranged 
hexagonally packed array of droplets of polystyrene by 
condensing the solvent vapor on uniform polystyrene thin-
film and subsequently evaporating all the solvent. Solvent 
droplets condense on a flat surface to form hexagonally 
arranged droplets under a set of conditions. It is regulated 
by the controlled cooling of substrate and the amount 
of solvent vapor present in the chamber. For a given 
thickness of polymer film these conditions can be tuned 
to form desired structure. Polystyrene thin-films having 
thickness ranging from 10 nm to 50 nm were spin coated 
on thoroughly cleaned silicon wafer. After 3 hours of 
annealing at 60°C, they were put in an enclosed chamber 
filled with toluene vapors carried by dry nitrogen gas. The 
substrate is then cooled by a peltier cooler. Depending on 
the amount of solvent vapors present in the chamber and 
the extent of cooling, the size of condensed solvent drops 
varies. The periodicity of those drops has to match with the 
natural wavelengt h of the dewetting patterns to produce 
a regular structure. Droplets of size 35 – 450 nm were 
formed for different thicknesses of polystyrene thin-films.

The aspect ratio of these drops can be increased by putting 
these films under water by reducing the interfacial tension. 
These films can also be loaded with sufficiently small metal 
particles (2 – 8 nm) and then patterned to form regular 
distribution of metal pockets. This can be used to grow 
carbon nanotubes on definite sites.
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  A01041-01814 

Lithographically Controlled Growth of Al2O3 
Membranes: Development of a Tool-box for 1D 
Nanostructures

Kornelius NIELSCH 
Institute of Applied Physics, University of Hamburg, 
Germany

Since the pioneering work by Masuda and Fukuda, 
porous Al2O3 membranes obtained by the controlled 
electrochemical oxidation of aluminum metal in acidic 
solutions have become the template of choice for the 
preparation of one-dimensional nanostructures. Our group 
has acquired more than ten years of experience in the 
geometric tuning of porous anodic aluminum oxide (AAO) 
substrates, as well as in its utilization for the synthesis 
of nanowires and nanotubes out of a wide spectrum of 
materials, including oxide dielectrics, thermoelectrics, 
noble metals, ferroelectrics and polymers. Objects of 20 to 
400 nm diameter have been obtained both in the self-ordered 
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regime of AAO or, with extremely low polydispersity 
(~1%), from lithographically pre-patterned perfectly 
ordered AAO membranes. The methods used to deposit the 
solid of interest in the pores encompass electrodeposition, 
electroless deposition, polymer infiltration and atomic 
layer deposition (ALD).

In this presentation we high-light the synthesis of perfect 
ordered alumina membranes based (high pressure) 
imprint lithography. Four generations of imprint masters 
have been developed for the synthesis of perfect ordered 
alumina pore structures, which will be presented in the 
course of the presentation. Especially, we have taken 
attention on the development of large-scale and low-cost 
period imprints masters based on interference lithography. 
Starting with 500 nm period imprint master, we have 
achieved perfect ordered pore arrays with 115 nm period, 
recently. Aspects of lithographically guided self-assembled 
growth of the alumina pore structures will be discussed, 
e.g. the achievement of perfect ordered pore arrays with a 
smaller pitch as the periodic of the imprint master. Finally, 
the application of hard and mild anodisation processes for 
alumina pore arrays with modulated pore diameter along 
the pore axis will be presented.

  A01049-02379 

Structural Characterization and Regulation of 
Organodithiol Self-Assembled Monolayers on 
Gold: An AFM Study

Jing-jiang YU 
Nanotechnology Measurements Division, Agilent 
Technologies, Inc., Chandler, Arizona, United States

α,ω-organodithiols absorbed on gold are good candidates 
to generate thiol-terminated self-assembled monolayers 
(SAMs) if molecules attach to the substrate through only 
one end and adopt a standing-up configuration. However, 
the existence of a thiol group at each end of the molecule 
raises the debate on whether only one or both sulfur atoms 
would bind to gold.  In addition to the formation of a 
desired standing-up monothiolate case, dithiol molecules 
may adopt a lying-down or looped orientation due to the 
dithiolates interactions.  Using α, ω-aliphatic dithiols as 
an example, alkanedithiol SAMs prepared from the most 
widely used natural growth approach are well characterized 
by AFM.  Combined high-resolution imaging and accurate 
layer thickness measurements offer the capability of 
differentiating dithiol molecular configuration. It clearly 
reveals that most dithiol molecules are lying-down in the 
naturally grown SAMs. Furthermore, a new approach 
to achieve high-quality thiol-terminated assemblies is 
developed, using an AFM-based lithography method 
known as nanografting performed in a dithiol solution. The 
spatially constrained reaction environment in nanografting 
sterically favors the adoption of an upright configuration 
for the initially adsorbed dithiol molecules. As a result, 

dithiol molecules adopt are standing-up and densely packed 
to present free SH groups on the surface. Nanografting 
also enables the fabrication of thiol-terminated layers on 
gold with nanometer-scale precision in geometry, size and 
location.  

  A01079-02312 

Facial Fabrication of ZnO “Flower” Microrings

Jihong WU; Siau Gek ANG; Guo Qin XU 
Chemistry, National University of Singapore, Singapore

A systematic study was conducted on the template-
free fabrication, structural characterization, and growth 
mechanism of ZnO “flower” microrings on mica, silicon, 
glass, and gold substrates. The ZnO “flowers” were grown 
from Zn(NO3)2 aqueous solution without employing any 
additives; and were characterized using scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM), X-ray diffraction (XRD) and energy-
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS). The morphology 
of the “petals” and “buds” were found to be sensitive to 
the synthetic conditions. Lowering the growth rate caused 
the round ZnO “flowers” gradually transforming into 
hexagonal ZnO “flowers”. Similar results were obtained 
on different substrates, implying the involvement of a non-
epitaxy process. In-situ growth process was recorded and 
its mechanism will be discussed.

  A01105-02024 

Surface Studies of Micro/nano Structures 
Fabricated Using Multiphoton Lithography

Yuanjun YAN; Chammika UDALAGAMA; 
Andrew BETTIOL 
Department of Physics, National University of Singapore, 
Singapore

Two-photon polymerization (TPP) is a powerful technique 
for the fabrication of true three dimensional micro and 
nano structures. Polymers that are transparent at near infra-
red wavelengths can be cross linked by the simultaneous 
absorption of two photons. The ability to simultaneously 
absorb two photons is a non linear process that scales as 
the intensity squared.

In order to achieve the high intensity required for two 
photon absorption, femto-second pulses from a mode 
locked Ti:Sapphire laser are typically required. The high 
peak power produced in these ultrafast pulses ensures 
that the polymerization threshold can be exceeded and the 
polymer is cross linked. In a TPP fabrication system, the 
femto-second pulses are focused onto a polymer sample by 
a high numerical aperture objective lens. Polymerization 
occurs in a tiny volume defined by the focal point of the 
objective lens. By precisely controlling the position of 
the focal point in three dimensions, a structure can be 
fabricated directly in the resist layer.
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At the Department of Physics, National University of 
Singapore, we have recently built a new two-photon 
nanofabrication facility that makes use of a Ti:Sapphire 
femto-second laser system (Coherent Mira 900D pumped 
by a 10W Verdi) coupled to a fixed-stage microscope (Zeiss 
Axio Examiner) and a 3D-nanopositioning stage (Physik 
Instrumente). To control the system, we have developed 
in house software tools that allow us to define any three 
dimensional structure, and to adjust system parameters 
such as laser power and the stage position and speed. 

In this paper we will present some first results 
demonstrating the resolution that can be obtained using 
the TPP technique in SU-8 photoresist. In addition to the 
studying of minimum line width that can be achieved 
by varying system parameters such as laser power and 
scanning speed, we have used atomic force microscopy 
to study the surface roughness of the structures that we 
have fabricated. The surface roughness is an important 
parameter that determines properties such as propagation 
loss in optical waveguides and photonic crystal structures.

  A01111-01916 

Strategies for Improving the Sensitivity of Focused 
Ion Beam Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry 
(FIB-SIMS)

Libing LI; David McPHAIL; Andrew WEE 
Materials, Imperial College, London, United Kingdom

Over the past decade, Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry 
(SIMS) has become one of the most powerful surface 
analytical techniques for solid materials, especially 
semiconductors and thin films. However, the physical 
dimensions of electronic devices have been ever-decreasing 
and the demands for high performance in surface analysis 
of ever-decreasing analytical volumes combining high 
sensitivity and quantification are increasing. Focused Ion 
Beam Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (FIBS-SIMS) has 
the ability to provide crucial small area elemental analysis 
data for a wide range of applications (e.g. semiconductors) 
and in our instrument the beam can be focused down to 
~5nm. However, the FIB-SIMS technique provides less 
sensitivity than that found in conventional SIMS, since 
it uses a primary ion gallium beam. The challenge is to 
have larger useful ion yields in order to achieve higher 
sensitivities. Methods of enhancing the secondary ion 
yields such as surface chemistry modification with reactive 
ion sources (e.g. oxygen, cesium deposition and oxygen 
flooding) and injection into the system of reactive gases 
such as oxygen, are being investigated.  It is believed that 
by using these strategies, improvements in sensitivity of 
up to three orders of magnitude may be achieved.

Whilst it is very important to device strategies for improving 
the useful ion yield one must be sure that such strategies 
do not themselves impart damage into the material to 

be measured.  We have studied the effects of chemical 
modification of the sample surface using techniques such 
as AFM, STM and TEM.

  A01127-01946 

Templated Fabrication of Large Area Antireflective 
Subwavelength Structure on GaAs Surface

Yadong WANG; Chongyang LIU; Qian WANG; 
Doris NG; Seng Tiong HO 
Data Storage Institute, Singapore

A simple technique has been developed for fabricating 
subwavelength surfaces by using anodic aluminum 
oxide (AAO) nanotemplate.  Nanopore arrays with pore 
diameters of approximately 70 nm were fabricated in GaAs 
surface by inductively coupled plasma etching using AAO 
films as etch masks. Nanoporous AAO films were formed 
on the GaAs surface by evaporating an Al film onto GaAs 
substrates and subsequently anodizing the aluminum. The 
pore diameter and depth in GaAs surface can be easily tuned 
by and AAO anodization conditions and etching process. 
Reflectivity measurement indicates that the nanostructured 
surface with dimensions smaller than the wavelength of 
light has reduced reflectivity compared with bare GaAs 
sample. Numerical simulation is also used to investigate 
the effect of the pore dimensions on the film reflectivity. 
This cost-effective, non-lithographic method to produce 
nanostructures is expected to be useful for metamaterials 
application. 

  A01154-01998 

Porous Polymer Films by Breath Figure Array 
Method

Anantha P; Yik Ling FONG; Chee Cheong WONG 
Materials Science and Engineering, Nanyang 
Technological University, Singapore

Porous polymer films are potentially suited for a variety 
of applications such as biomimetic membranes for 
water treatment, catalysis, or photonics. We prepare 
2D and 3D porous polymer films using a simple 
process known as the breath figure array method. A 
drop of solution of mono or di-carboxy terminated 
polystyrene in carbon disulphide is cast over a glass 
substrate, followed by a uniform flow of humid air 
over the solution surface. The monodispersed arrays 
of pores formed are characterized with the help of 
Small Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS) and Scanning 
Electron Microscopy (SEM). We report here a study 
of the effect of substrate temperature on the regularity 
of pore formation and relate this to the mechanism of 
self-organizing pores. 
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  A01196-02042 

Surface Morphology and Oleophilicity of Surface 
Modified Polypropylene

Joybel BUGNA; Lou Serafin LOZADA 
Institute of Mathematical Sciences and Physics, 
University of the Philippines - Los Banos, Laguna, 
Philippines

The oleophilic property of intrinsic polypropylene (PP) 
surface is an advantage for applications on oil recovery 
systems such as adhesion skimmer. The potential of 
recycled PP as substitute to oil-adhesive surface will be a 
significant contribution to economic oil-spill recovery and 
cleaning, as well as solid waste control through recycling.

PP samples cut from used ice cream containers were 
investigated in this study. The samples were surface 
modified through mechanical abrasion using silicon-
carbide sandpaper, UVA irradiation for 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 
minutes, and combined abrasion-irradiation.

Water contact angle measurement and scanning electron 
micrographs show that oleophilicity is diminished through 
commercial use. Dents were found on the surface of the 
untreated samples. By introducing UVA on the surface, 
the contact angle and the degree of surface irregularity 
increased. Irradiating the films for 6 minutes produced 
the surface with highest contact angle and most number 
of dents with effective dimension. Beyond 6 minutes 
of irradiation, contact angle decreased and the surface 
smoothened as the irregularities melted with the prolonged 
addition of energy.

Abrading the surface increased contact angle dents. 
Irradiating the abraded sheets yielded the same results. 
The highest contact angle and the roughest surface were 
observed in the abraded film irradiated for 6 minutes.

The increase in the contact angle is attributed to the surface 
irregularities with effective dimensions brought about by 
abrasion and optimum (6 minutes) length of irradiation. 

  A01222-02085 

Impact of Sharpened Tips on Scanning Probe 
Spectroscopy

Zhihua YONG; Kuan Eng Johnson GOH; 
Troadec CEDRIC 
Material Analysis and Characterization, Institute of 
Materials Research and Engineering, Singapore

Conventional scanning tunneling microscopes (STMs) use 
tips which are chemically etched (typically having tip radii 
of ~100 nm) or mechanically cut (typically with suspected 
sharp asperities at the tip apex). Whilst it is frequently 
claimed that these tips can produce atomic resolution 

images for low bias imaging, the additional contribution to 
the tunneling current by neighboring asperities near the tip 
apex or the relatively broad apex can potentially decrease 
resolution for high bias imaging. In studies involving large 
surface bandgaps or large interface barriers, it is frequently 
necessary to employ higher tip biases. In particular, for 
spectroscopy measurements, the profile to the tip apex 
may therefore significantly influence the high bias regime 
and render the results difficult to interpret. 

We compare the use of (1) mechanically cut, (2) 
chemically etched and (3) ion-sputtered tips for two 
spectroscopy techniques: scanning tunneling spectroscopy 
(STS) and ballistic electron emission spectroscopy 
(BEES). Both W and PtIr tips were used and the tips 
were initially characterized by optical, scanning electron 
and transmission electron microscopy in terms of the 
apex radius of curvature and the tip aspect ratio. STS and 
BEES measurements were performed on a standard Au/
Si sample in a custom-built STM. This presentation will 
highlight the various tip profiles achievable with the three 
methods of tip fabrication and present the relative merits 
of the different tip profiles in the context of STS and BEES 
measurements.

  A01233-02114 

High Resolution, High Speed Confocal Raman 
AFM Imaging of Heterogeneous Materials

Matthias KRESS; Thomas DIEING; Ute SCHMIDT; 
Olaf HOLLRICHER 
WITec GmbH, Ulm, Germany

Raman imaging is a rapidly evolving technology for 
noninvasive chemical imaging of microscopic composites 
and biological materials. The power of Raman imaging 
stems from the high chemical information content 
of molecular vibrational spectra. However, Raman 
spectroscopy is an inelastic light scattering process 
and therefore the acquisition of Raman spectra is the 
time limiting factor in Raman imaging. By combining 
an ultrahigh throughput confocal microscope with an 
extremely sensitive spectroscopy system, the integration 
time for the acquisition of Raman spectra can be reduced 
below 100 milliseconds. This short integration time 
enables the acquisition of arrays of thousands of complete 
Raman spectra within minutes. The confocal setup reduces 
in addition to unwanted background signals, enhancing 
contrast and provides depth information. The images are 
evaluated from the two dimensional array of the collected 
Raman spectra by isolating spectral characteristics such as 
peak intensity, width, position, etc. Differences in chemical 
composition, although completely invisible in optical 
images, will be apparent in the Raman image and can 
be analyzed with a resolution down to 200 nm. If higher 
resolution is required, by simply turning the microscope 
turret, the confocal Raman microscope can be transformed 
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in to an AFM. Using this imaging technique, structures 
below the diffraction limit can be visualized from the same 
sample area.

Aim of this contribution is to present the key features 
required for high speed confocal Raman microscopy and 
to prove its capabilities with Raman and AFM images 
obtained on composite materials and polymeric films. 

  A01243-02134 

Residual Layer Self-removal in Imprint 
Lithography

Jarrett DUMOND; Hong Yee LOW 
Patterning & Fabrication Capability Group, Institute of 
Materials Research & Engineering, Singapore

Imprint lithography offers great potential as a low-cost, 
high-resolution next generation lithography for micro- to 
nano-scale pattern generation.  Imprint lithography entails 
fabricating patterns once into a hard master mold, typically 
made out of silicon or quartz, and stamping this mold into 
a layer of resist on a supporting substrate, allowing for 
rapid duplication of the patterns in the mold.  

Imprint lithography always leaves a thin residual layer of 
resist between the features of the mold and the surface of 
the supporting substrate, owing to the fact that the mold is 
unable to fully displace the resist and make direct contact 
with the underlying substrate.  Usually the residual layer is 
removed through an oxygen plasma reactive ion etch (RIE).  
However, since the etch is a mask-less process, lateral 
erosion of the resist patterns is unavoidable.  The problem 
is exacerbated when there are residual layer variations 
across the imprint field.  In the presence of uneven residual 
layers, an accelerated lateral trimming occurs where the 
RIE breaks through the thinnest residual layer regions first. 
Minimizing these issues or eliminating the residual layer 
altogether is an important area of research in the field.  

Herein we report an alternative method of disposing the 
residual layer by inducing it to fail and self-remove in a 
controlled fashion.  This technique employs two molds, or 
a single mold and a flat intermediate substrate, where each 
surface is treated with a different anti-stick coating so each 
has a slightly different surface energy.  When a resist film 
is spin coated onto one of the two surfaces and imprinted, 
the complete film is retained on the surface with higher 
surface energy. The patterned film is then stamped onto 
an external substrate which by far, has the highest relative 
surface energy.  This final stamping step induces failure and 
self-removal of nanoscale thick residual layers, leaving the 
desirable residual-layer free resist features on the external 
substrate.  By using this technique we demonstrate three-
dimensional overhang structures, including T-bar columns 
and inversely tapered column structures on a range of length 
scales from 20 µm down into the sub-micron regime.  The 

unique nature of the fabrication process makes it relatively 
easy to produce such overhang structures compared to 
other more conventional lithography techniques.  In 
addition, an AFM analysis of the line edge-roughness of 
fabricated structures is provided.

Residual layer self-removal requires neither RIE exposure 
nor exposure to solvent developers, thus allowing imprinted 
features to maintain their pristine profiles with no chemical 
modification of the resist.  Furthermore, residual layer self-
removed structures are uniquely suited as shadow mask 
structures in organic light-emitting diode displays (OLED 
displays), particularly where a completely dry fabrication 
process is desired.

This authors would like to acknowledge the financial support of 
the Institute of Materials Research & Engineering, part of the 
Science and Engineering Research Council of A*STAR (Agency 
for Science, Technology and Research), Singapore. 

  A01261-02239 

Influence of Some Effective Parameters on 
Corrosion Behaviour, Texture and Morphology of 
Zinc-Manganese Coatings

Somayeh KHANI; Zohreh SOLTANI; Keivan RAEISSI; 
M. Ali GOLOZAR 
Materials Engineering, Isfahan University of Technology, 
Isfahan, Iran

In the present paper, the effects of deposition parameters 
such as pH, temperature and surface preparation on 
corrosion resistance, texture and morphology of Zn-Mn 
coatings which were electrodeposited on steel substrate 
in an acidic chloride bath, have been investigated. The 
electrodeposition experiments were carried out by 
galvanostatic method at 50 mA/cm2. On the other hand, the 
characterisation of surface morphology and the texture were 
studied by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and X-ray 
Diffraction technique. Tafel polarization measurements 
in 3.5wt% NaCl aquatic solution showed that corrosion 
resistance has been enhanced by using electropolishing 
method in comparison to mechanical polishing method. 
Moreover, increasing the temperature induced reduction of 
corrosion resistance and surface brightness. Furthermore, 
decreasing the pH was accompanied by enhancement of 
protection ability as a result of decreasing the density of 
basal plane (0002), along with forming of  high angle 
planes. The interpretation of data resulted have been 
discussed in details.
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  A01268-02195 

Dip-Pen Lithography as Tool for Fabrication & 
Patterning for Molecular Electronics

Darren ROWLANDS1; Aled WILLIAMS2; 
Justin R. LAWRENCE1; Geoffrey J. ASHWELL2 
1. CAFMaD & School of Electronic Engineering, Bangor 
University, Bangor/Gwynedd, United Kingdom
2. CAFMaD & School of Chemistry, Bangor University, 
Bangor/Gwynedd, United Kingdom

The ultimate aim of molecular electronics is to replace 
conventional semiconductors with individual molecules 
that can perform similar functions.  Individual molecules 
are much smaller than the features sizes currently 
obtainable using standard semiconductor techniques, 
leading to a dramatic shrinking in size of devices. In 
addition the conducting molecules to be used can be 
synthesised in massive numbers and their properties can 
be easily tuned. These are the principle benefits offered by 
molecular electronics

One of the major challenges in this area is patterning the 
molecules or placing them in exact locations. Currently 
these molecules are deposited by self-assembly, which 
results in a uniform layer of the molecules that entirely 
cover the substrate. A suitable patterning method would 
be a major step towards fabricating actual devices from 
these materials. Here we will demonstrate the patterning of 
conducting molecules using dip-pen lithography.

  A01307-02282 

Improvement of Charge Injection in Organic 
Solar Cells by Introduction of an Ultra-thin 
Interlayer of Dithiapyrannylidene

Stephane BERNY; Ludovic TORTECH; Denis FICHOU 
Organic Nanostructures & Semi-Conductors, Universite 
Pierre et Marie Curie, Gif sur Yvette, France

Charge injection at the organic/inorganic interfaces is a key 
issue for reaching high efficiencies in organic photovoltaic 
(OPV) devices. Well-known surface treatments of the ITO 
electrode, such as deposition of PEDOT:PSS thin films 
or alkylthiols self-assembled monolayers, increase the 
ITO work function and lowers the interfacial resistance, 
thus resulting in the improvement the OPV device 
performances.

In this work we show that evaporation on ITO of an 
ultra-thin film of dithiapyrannylidene (DITPY), a novel 
family of sulfur-containing organic compounds having a 
conjugated quinoïd core, increases by more than 20% the 
current density of OPV devices based on P3HT:PCBM as 
the active material. It appears that the HOMO and LUMO 
of DITPY as determined by optical absorption, cyclic 
voltammetry and UPS, are suitably located to create a 

weak injection barrier with ITO. Furthermore, thermally 
evaporated thin films of DITPY are polycrystalline with 
monodisperse grains due to an efficient intermolecular 
π-stacking. Finally, current-detection AFM of DITPY thin 
films reveals large areas of highly conducting pathways 
and hole mobility values more than 10 times higher than 
that of P3HT.

In conclusion, DITPY thin films possess the appropriate 
structural and electronic properties to make them very 
promising as electroactive interlayers in OPV solar cells.

  A01311-02295 

Fabrication of Bio- and Nano-Arrays on Basis of 
Dip-pen Nanolithography

Bing LI; Xiaozhu ZHOU; Gang LU; Xiehong CAO; 
Freddy Y. C. BOEY; Hua ZHANG 
School of Materials Science and Engineering, Nanyang 
Technological University, Singapore

Micro- and nano-arrays have attracted tremendous interest 
due to their fundamental importance in nanoscience 
and applications in nanotechnology. By using dip-pen 
nanolithography (DPN), the patterned amine-terminated 
polyamidoamine (PAMAM) dendrimer nanoarrays were 
used as anchoring scaffolds to grow peptides by ring-
opening polymerization (ROP) with Tryptophan-N-
carboxyanhydrides (Trp-NCA). The chain length of peptide 
arrays can be controlled by simply changing the feeding 
time and the concentration of Trp-NCA solutions. The DPN-
patterned Co nanoparticle arrays were successfully used as 
templates for controlled growth of single walled carbon 
nanotubes (SWCNTs) on Si/SiOx and Quartz. The growth 
mechanism of SWCNTs was studied. The self-assembled 
monolayers (SAMs) of 16-mercaptohexadecanoic (MHA) 
or 1-octadecanethiol (ODT), patterned by DPN on Au, 
served as etching resist to produce Au nanofeatures via 
wet chemical etching, was systematically studied.

  A01312-02299 

Controlled Growth of Peptide and Carbon 
Nanotube Arrays on Dip-Pen Nanolithography 
Generated Templates

Xiaozhu ZHOU; Bing LI; Gang LU; Xiehong CAO; 
Freddy Y. C. BOEY; Hua ZHANG 
School of Materials Science and Engineering, Nanyang 
Technological University, Singapore

Templated growth of bio- and nano-material arrays has 
attracted tremendous interest due to their fundamental 
importance in nanoscience and applications in 
nanotechnology in many fields, such as electronics, optics, 
sensing, biology, etc. In this talk, we will focus on our 
recently developed novel routes for growth of peptide and 
single-walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT) arrays on the dip-
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pen nanolithography (DPN)-fabricated templates. Based on 
the combination of DPN and ring-opening polymerization 
(ROP) of Tryptophan-N-carboxyanhydrides (Trp-NCA), 
peptide patterns with varied chain lengths on the nanometer 
scale were obtained. Co nanoparticle (NP) arrays, generated 
by DPN on Si/SiOx and Quartz, were successfully used as 
templates for controlled growth of SWCNTs. The growth 
mechanism of SWCNTs was also studied. The controlled 
growth of peptide nanopatterns may offer new avenues for 
bio-applications, for example, the study of cell behaviors 
on these nanostructured peptides, such as adhesion, growth, 
migration, and so on.  The controlled growth and alignment 
of CNTs provide a new possibility for the fabrication of  
CNT-based electronics in a controlled manner.

  A01325-02319 

Self-Assembly of Crystalline Organic 1D 
Nanostructures Directed by Gold Nanoparticle 

Tobias N. KRAUSS1; Esther BARRENA1;2; 
Theobald LOHMüLLER1;3; Marion KELSCH1; 
Yun JIN-PHILLIPP1; Peter A. VAN AKEN1; 
Joachim P. SPATZ1;3; Helmut DOSCH1;2 
1. Max-Planck-Institute for Metals Research, Stuttgart, 
Germany
2. Institut für Theoretische und Angewandte Physik, 
Universität Stuttgart, Stuttgart, Germany
3. Department of Biophysical Chemistry, Universität 
Heidelberg, Heidelberg, Germany

The excitement in the field of organic electronics has sparked 
a vast amount of works during the past decade. Among the 
different explored semiconducting organic materials, small 
conjugated organic molecules have emerged showing 
encouraging performance in organic field effect transistors 
(OFETs), organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) and 
organic photovoltaic cells (OVPs). So far, most of the 
studies have been engaged with devices based on thin 
films. However, the bottom-up growth of one-dimensional 
(1D) organic structures, one of the basic requirements for 
the design of novel functional nanostructured devices, 
remains an experimental challenge.

Our strategy is to grow 1D organic structures in a controlled 
way by using silicon wafers modified with arrays of gold 
nanoparticles. We have chosen phthalocyanine derivatives 
because they are versatile molecular units for charge transfer 
and light harvesting. In addition, they exhibit a strong π-π 
interaction resulting in a characteristic anisotropic growth 
mode. We show that self-assembly of 1D structures of 
different phthalocyanine derivatives (F16CuPc, H16CuPc, 
F16CoPc and H16CoPc) can be directed via templates of gold 
nanoparticles with precise localization and packing density. 
The 1D architectures exhibit uniform widths (15 nm-50 
nm) and controllable lengths (from tens of nanometers to 
few microns). By high resolution transmission electron 
microscopy (HR-TEM), we demonstrate that this simple 
and cheap approach is able to trigger the self-assembly of 

nanotubes, nanowires and nanobelts. Furthermore, we give 
a detailed insight into the structural properties, the role of 
the substrate and the molecular self-assembling of these 
1D organic nanostructures by means of x-ray diffraction, 
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and TEM.

One of the final objectives comprises an implementation 
of these vertical organic architectures into bulk-
heterojunctions where a larger efficiency in exciton 
dissociation is promised due to the large interfacial area 
and small dimensions of the 1D structures. Furthermore, 
an efficient charge transport towards the electrodes is 
expected due to the high crystallinity of the 1D structures.

  A01332-02328 

Long-range Alignment of Single Fullerene 
Molecules Using Guest-host Molecular Networks

Fabien SILLY1;2; Denis FICHOU1;3 
1. SPCSI, CEA Saclay, Gif-sur-Yvette, France
2. Materials, University of Oxford, Oxford, United 
Kingdom
3. Nanostructures and Organic Semiconductors, CNRS, 
Gif-sur-Yvette, France

Intense research effort is focusing on self-assembly 
techniques to order fullerenes on surfaces for potential 
applications in organic and molecular electronics. Long-
range molecular ordering can be obtained by taking 
advantage of substrate mediated self-organization. An 
alternative approach aimed at tailoring multicomponent 
2D networks consists in trapping guest molecules into a 
host open network to form guest-host architectures. These 
networks can be produced on various metallic surfaces 
either in ambient or ultra high vacuum (UHV) conditions 
and are usually stable at room temperature. This route is 
employed to control the long range ordering of fullerene 
molecules in order to offer a wider variety of structures 
than the basic closed-packed hexagonal ordering observed 
on most metal surfaces. Various hexagonal guest-host 
architectures have been recently prepared. However 
one key objective in molecular electronics remains the 
formation of extended 2D arrays of single molecules made 
of long and continuous alignments. 

Here we show by means of scanning tunneling microscopy 
(STM) that guest-host molecular networks can be used 
to form long range chains of single fullerene molecules 
in ultra high vacuum and in ambient conditions. We 
observe that a self-organized nanocavity array of a star-
shaped oligothiophene can be used as a nanotemplate to 
produce long-range uniaxial alignments of single C60 guest 
molecules at the solid liquid interface. In UHV we form 
an opened PTCDI-melamine network with parallelogram 
cavities in order to produce long range alignment of Paired 
C70 molecules or chains of single Lu@C82 molecules. The 
ability to control the long-range ordering of fullerenes 
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using host molecular networks opens new possibilities 
for the development of devices based on functionalized 
fullerene molecules. 

  A01334-02342 

Molecular Dynamics Study on Filling Pressure of 
Polymer in Nanoimprint Lithography 

Akihiro TAGA1; Shuhei HORIMOTO1; 
Masaaki YASUDA1;2; Hiroaki KAWATA1;2; 
Yoshihiko HIRAI1;2 
1. Department of Physics and Electronics, Osaka 
Prefecture University, Sakai, Japan
2. CREST-JST, Kawaguchi, Japan

A molecular dynamics simulation of polymer forming 
process in nanoimprint lithography is performed in 
order to analyze the pressure to fill the cavity in the 
mold. We demonstrate the indentation process of 
polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) film on silicon substrate 
by the crystal silicon mold.

The interaction between the atoms in PMMA molecules 
is calculated by the force field model including bond 
stretching, angular bending, torsion, Lennard-Jones and 
Coulomb potentials. The nonbonding interaction between 
the silicon mold and PMMA film is calculated Lennard-
Jones potential.

The pressure to fill the cavity with polymer increases with 
the increase in the depth of the cavity. It also increases with 
the decrease in the width of the cavity. The filling pressure 
depends on the cavity depth more remarkably when the 
cavity width becomes small.

  A01338-02896 

Nanomorphology and Photophysical Properties 
of Donor/Acceptor Heterojunctions Based on 
Small Conjugated Molecules

Carmen MUNUERA; Monamie SANYAL; 
Esther BARRENA; Helmut DOSCH 
Department Dosch, Max-Planck-Institut fur 
Metallforschung, Stuttgart, Germany

Solar cells based on small conjugated molecules have power 
conversion efficiencies comparable or superior to polymer-
based solar cells. In addition, they can be grown in films of 
high crystalline order (thus fulfilling one of the important 
requirements to obtain high charge carrier mobility) and 
their structure can be precisely controlled during the growth 
process by vacuum sublimation. Since the pioneering work 
of Tang, who demonstrated for the first time an organic 
PV cell (ηp ~ 1%) based on a donor/acceptor bilayer of 
small conjugates molecules, a vast number of studies 
have been conducted in this field. However fundamental 

knowledge about the relationship between the nanoscale 
electrical and structural properties of bulk heterojuntions 
is still necessary to control and improve the macroscopic 
electrical properties of the devices. In particular, it is of 
paramount importance to understand the generation and 
transfer of charges on the nanoscale on structurally well-
defined systems. Nanomorphology, molecular orientation, 
degree of ordering at the various interfaces (organic-
organic, organic-inorganic) are expected to have strong 
impact on both, exciton dissociation and charge collection 
efficiency.

The use of local probe microscopy offers the opportunity 
to gain insight into the structure-properties relationships 
of organic films at the nanometer scale. In this work, 
scanning force microscopy (SFM) and Kelvin probe 
microscopy (KPM) have been used to correlate local 
surface potential and nanomorphology in heterojunctions 
built by semiconductor small molecules on SiO2 substrates. 
Measurements performed in dark and under illumination 
have been compared to assess the photovoltaic activity.

The molecules here studied are PTCDI (3,4,9,10-perylene-
tetracarboxylic-diimide) and DIP (diindenoperileno), 
which are model representative for n-type and p-type 
semiconductors, respectively. Organic films with 
submonolayer coverage are prepared in ultra high vacuum 
(UHV) by organic molecular beam deposition (OMBD). 
To understand the impact of the lateral length scale 
associated to the phase separation of donor and acceptor in 
the heterojuntion, PTCDI-DIP films have been grown with 
various different nanomorphologies and compared to films 
obtained by co-evaporation of both molecules.

  A01356-02368 

Large-Area Nano-array Patterns by Nanosphere 
lithography

Nianqiang Nick WU 
Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, 
West Virginia University, Morgantown, WV, United States

Two-dimensional (2-D) nanostructure patterns have 
extensive applications in photonic devices, nanoelectronics, 
electrochemical devices, biosensors, catalysts and high-
density magnetic recording devices. It remains a challenge 
to develop low-cost, high-throughput, high-resolution 
techniques for fabrication of large-area (wafer-scale) 2-D 
nanostructure array patterns with controlled feature size, 
shape and pitch. Commonly used patterning techniques 
such as photolithography, electron beam lithography, 
focused ion beam (FIB) lithography and scanning 
probe microcopy (SPM) lithography have limitation 
on the fabrication of 2-D nanostructures. Our work has 
demonstrated a new approach for fabrication of a low-cost, 
high-throughput, high-resolution approach for fabrication 
of large-area (wafer scale), high-quality nanostructure 
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array patterns by nanosphere lithography. The size, shape 
and pitch of the arrayed features can be tailored by the 
developed approach. This presentation also presents the 
applications of the developed nanoscale dot array patterns 
in the nanoelectrode arrays and the protein arrays.

  A01370-02389 

Fabrication of Gold Micro/nano-patterns on 
Flexible PET Sheet by Imprint Techniques

Yi-Chang CHUNG; Shu-Han HSU; Shao-Wei YANG 
Chemical and Materials Engineering, National 
University of Kaohsiung, Taiwan

The development of electric circuit fabrication on polymer 
substrates has attracted significant interest as a pathway 
to low-cost or large-area electronics. Ink-jet printing 
with metal nanoparticles, metal oxides and conducting 
polymers is commonly carried out. In this process, a certain 
thermal treatment is required to enhance the conductivity 
of electrodes, which occasionally is limited by the 
thermal durability of polymeric substrates. In the study, 
the gold patterns with nano/micro features on a flexible 
poly(ethyleneterephthalate) (PET) sheet were fabricated 
by employing a imprinting and nanotransfer method. Two 
approaches were adopted to evaluate the transfer efficiency 
of gold layers. One was to apply chemical bondings 
between the gold layer and the chitosan layer that was 
previously activated by O2 plasma. Briefly, PMMA was 
hot-embossed on a PET substrate, then a 20 nm thick of 
gold layer was deposited on the poly(methyl methacrylate) 
(PMMA) pattern. The convex gold layer was conformally 
contacted with a chitosan-coated PET sheet and pressurized 
in a roller assembly. The formation of activated chemical 
bondings forced the consecutive gold coating layer was 
broken and adhered on the chitosan-coated PET during the 
imprinting process. Therefore, partial gold pattern left in 
the concave of PMMA and the gold wires or cubes were 
transferred onto the chitosan coated substrate. Adhesion 
work evaluation was carried out to elucidate the plasma 
activation needed. The other one was to apply physically 
viscous flow of PMMA to adhere the gold-coated layer. An 
extreme thin layer of PMMA was spun-coated on a wafer 
and then kept on a given temperature near around the Tg 
of PMMA for a certain time. The surface glass transition 
temperature is commonly lower than the bulk Tg, resulting 
in enhanced sticky  PMMA-coated surface to interact 
with gold layer coated on a PDMS pattern. The operating 
window between surface Tg and the bulk Tg was carefully 
used for breaking the consecutive gold layer and leave 
the gold nanopatterns. No extra pressure was required to 
apply in the process. A scanning probe microscope was 
used to explore the surface Tg and found that the raised 
temperature ranging between 80 and 90 oC in the process 
was appropriate to display a high transfer efficiency. 
The gold pattern transfer was successfully introduced to 
fabricate a complex gold pattern with 800 nm wide of 

ruled gold lines, 2 um x 2 um area of gold cubes, and also 
170 nm wide gold wires. These polymer and gold complex 
patterns on PET substrate can be applied to manufacture 
flexible electronics and circuits.
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  A01376-04412 

A Surface Analytical Approach for Optimization 
of Process Parameters to Get Stoichiometric 
Nanostructured Titanium Nitride Thin Film 
through Reactive Pulsed Laser Deposition

Krishnan RAMASWAMY 
Materials Science Division, Indira Gandhi Centre for 
Atomic Research, Kalpakkam, India

Reactive Pulsed Laser Deposition is a convenient and 
versatile technique to synthesis nanostructued thin films 
of transition metal nitrides and carbides from metallic 
targets. The metallic vapour in laser induced expanding 
plasma plume interacts with nitrogen ambience in yielding 
nitride species of interest that gets deposited on substrates 
placed in front of the target as nanocrystalline thin films.  
The stoichiometry and structure of the resultant film is 
susceptible to the partial pressure of the nitrogen gas and 
other variables. In this paper, a methodology based on 
ex-situ surface analytical examination of films obtained 
at various gas pressures (1-10 Pa), substrate temperature 
(room temperature – 600 °C) and laser energy ( 5- 20 J 
cm-2) is presented. A nanosecond pulsed Nd:YAG laser 
was used to deposit films on quartz and silicon substrates. 
Information on Ti/N ratio was obtained from Secondary 
Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS) and X-ray Photoelectron 
Spectroscopy (XPS). A direct correlation between XPS 
and SIMS measurements is seen. Transmission Electron 
Microscopic (TEM) investigations revealed the evolution 
of film growth from epitaxial to polycrystalline nature 
depending on the process paramters. Dark field images 
confirm the nanocrystalline nature of the films and the size 
distribution is centered around 10 nm. 

  A01392-02662 

Direct Replication of Lotus Leaf Surface Using 
Polymer Casting

Sathyan SUBBIAH; David Lee BUTLER 
School of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, 
Nanyang Technological University, Singapore

The microstructures on the lotus leaf surface are partially 
responsible for its superhydrophobic properties often 
called the “lotus leaf effect”. In this work we replicate the 
microstructures of the lotus leaf on a polymer surface using 
a simple direct casting method. A polymer is first poured 
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directly on the lotus leaf forming a negative template. Then, 
a different polymer is poured on this negative template to 
obtain a replica of the lotus leaf structure. Three polymers, 
Vinyl Polysiloxane (VPS), Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) 
and Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) are tested for 
replication capability. Scanning electron microscope, 
contact angle measurements, and surface roughness 
parameters are used to analyze and compare the polymer 
surfaces obtained with that of the lotus leaf. The PMMA 
positive template made from VPS and PDMS as negative 
templates exhibited surface topography, contact angles, 
and surface roughness parameters similar to the lotus leaf. 
This replication method could lead to the development of a 
method to mass manufacture superhydrophobic surfaces. 

  A01453-02556 

Superhydrophili-superhydrophobic Patterning: 
A New Approach to Micro- and Nanochemical 
Patterning of TiO2 Nano Structured Films

Yue-Kun LAI; Yong-Xia HUANG; Ze-Quan LIN; 
Chang-Jian LIN 
State Key Lab of Physical Chemistry of Solid Surfaces, 
Xiamen University, Fujian, China

TiO2, a wide band gap functional semiconductor with 
numerous applications in sensing, optoelectronics and 
photocatalysts was chosen as the model system. Patterning 
TiO2 nanostructures is of particular importance in 
making new functional and/or enhancing properties for 
this advanced materials. Photolithography is the most 
powerful and successful technique for generating patterned 
structures over large areas. For the production of TiO2 
patterns, conventional photolithographic methods usually 
required organic photoresists. However, it is difficult to 
find suitable etching conditions free of influence on the 
substrates at selective etching, or to obtain high-resolution 
pattern edges even after tearing the films during the lift-
off process. To solve these problems, selective growth 
techniques have recently been developed. For example, 
Masuda et al. reported the site-selective deposition of 
anatase TiO2 in an aqueous solution using a seed layer. 
However, these approaches have drawbacks for practical 
applications because the need of expensive equipment, 
multiple complex steps, and the use of photoresists and 
the binding of harmful novel metal catalyst, which greatly 
limit their utility in fabricating large areas of nanosize 
structures in a high-throughput fashion. The extension 
of a simple, low-cost photolithographic method that does 
not require vacuum technology and photoresist/catalyst is 
highly expected.

In this paper, we developed a novel photoresist free patterning 
technique based on superhydrophilic-superhydrophobic 
template by using wet chemical method. This template can 
be utilized to selectively erase the vertical TiO2 nanotube 
array layer to fabricate fine TiO2 nanostructured pattern 

with high-resolution edges. Our strategies, in contrast 
to other methods, offers several advantages including 
extraordinary flexibility (fabrication performed under 
ambient conditions), low cost, and no need of seeding layer. 
Hence, this new approach based on extreme wettability 
template is particularly useful and promising in fabricating 
several kinds of functional nanostructures on large scales, 
and must have many potential applications such as sensor 
arrays, and optoelectronic devices.

  A01456-02530 

Structural and Mechanical Properties 
Characterization of Biomaterials in Fluid with 
True Atomic Resolution

Wanxin SUN1; Chanmin SU2 
1. Veeco Asia Pte. Ltd., Singapore
2. Veeco Instruments Inc., United States

Since it was invented two decades ago, atomic force 
microscope (AFM) has been extensively used in all branches 
of science and engineering due to its unique capability of 
conveying multidimensional information simultaneously 
with nanometer spatial resolution. Its applications range 
from atomic lattice measurement, single molecular imaging, 
and nanomaterials characterization to a variety of micro 
structure measurements. With continuous developments 
in instrumentation and measurement techniques, AFM has 
extended its functions to mapping thermal, mechanical, 
electric, and magnetic properties of materials at nanometer 
scale. In the high resolution end, different atomic lattices, 
e.g. mica, HOPG, have been imaged with AFM and the 
lattice constants measured are also correct. It is normally 
used to calibrate scanner in small scan range and verify 
the performance of AFM. However, it is not true atomic 
resolution because AFM fails to image the defects in the 
lattices. The resolution of today’s commercial AFM is 
still in the range of a few nanometers. In the mean time, 
many emerged and emerging applications demand a 
higher resolution to discover the unknowns, which were 
impossible previously, e.g., imaging the structure of a 
molecule.

The resolution of an AFM is limited by many aspects, for 
example, finite probe size, noise level of the instrument, 
force control, and operation conditions and parameters. It 
represents a significant technical challenge itself to make 
a progress in each aspect. Imaging in liquid makes it more 
challenging because Brownian motion of the cantilever 
increases the noise level. However, liquid environment is 
required in many experiments, especially for biological 
samples. In this work, the achievable resolution of an AFM 
was first simulated based on the probe-sample interaction. 
Surprisingly, the distance between probe and sample plays 
a dominant role, unlike the well accepted concept that the 
probe size is the key factor influencing resolution. Secondly, 
the noise from different sources (from optics to electronics, 
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from instrument to cantilever) was systematically analyzed 
and solutions to different noise were proposed. A system 
noise level at ~10fm/Hz0.5 is achieved. This is critical for 
atomic resolution. Thirdly, the dynamics of the feedback 
loop was analyzed. A fast and table feedback loop was 
adopted to achieve ultrahigh resolution and minimal 
probe-sample force. After systematic optimization, our 
system successfully demonstrated true atomic resolution 
by imaging atomic defects of mica in water. To show the 
optimized force control, the system was used to image the 
structures of protein, which is very sensitive to force.

In cooperation with Harmonix technique, our system 
successfully mapped mechanical properties of biomaterial 
with ultrahigh resolution. In Harmonix technique, each 
force-curve is constructed through the trajectory of 
cantilever during each tapping cycle. DMT model is then 
used to fit the force-distance curve to extract mechanical 
properties. In this method, about 50,000 force-distance 
curves are generated in 1 second, much faster than ramp 
force distance curve in contact mode. Unlike phase image 
or pulse force microscopy, Harmonix is a quantitative 
technique, producing Young’s modulus, adhesion force, 
dissipation etc spontaneously.

  A01487-04391 

A Method for Patterning Conducting Polymers 
with Nanoimprint Lithography and Isotropic 
Plasma Etching

Chunyu HUANG1; Bin DONG1; 
Nan LU1; Bingjie YANG1; Liguo GAO1; Lu TIAN1; 
Dianpeng QI1; Qiong WU1; Lifeng CHI1;2 
1. State Key Laboratory of Supramolecular Structure and 
Materials, Jilin University, China
2. Physikalisches Institut Westfälische Wilhelms-
Universität Münster & Center for Nanotechnology 
(CeNTech), Germany

We report here a method for patterning conducting polymer 
(CP) with nanoimprint lithography (NIL) and isotropic 
plasma etching (IPE). Using this method, the lateral size 
of the patterned CP can be reduced just by an IPE etching 
process. Moreover, the thickness of the CP layer will not 
be limited by the fabrication process. The patterned CP 
can serve as a template for patterning silver nanoparticles, 
which may have applications in biotechnology. This method 
provides a promising route for large area patterning of CPs 
with high resolution and high throughput, which can be 
easily extended to other materials suitable for etching.

This work was supported by the National Natural Science 
Foundation of China (20773052, 20373019), the Program for 
New Century Excellent Talents in University, the National Basic 
Research Program (2007CB808003, 2009CB939701) 

  A01636-03515 

Surface-directed and Ethanol-induced DNA 
Condensation on Mica

Ce ZHANG; Van Der Maarel JOHAN 
Physics, National University of Singapore, Singapore

The adsorption of λ-phage DNA onto mica was 
investigated with atomic force microscopy. We found 
that the morphologies depend on the solvent conditions in 
the sample preparation procedure. Flat-lying networks of 
hybridized single-stranded DNA are obtained if ultra-pure 
water is used. If buffered conditions are maintained during 
the whole of the preparation procedure, single double-
stranded DNA molecules are adsorbed. The adsorbed 
double-stranded DNA molecules subsequently can be 
condensed in situ on the surface by a brief rinse with 
anhydrous ethanol in the presence of divalent magnesium 
cations. The majority of these surface-directed and 
ethanol-induced condensed structures are toroids, but a 
small fraction of rods has also been observed. Analysis of 
the height and lateral dimensions shows that the toroids are 
single-molecular and disk-like with a height of one to two 
DNA diameters. The thin toroid morphology appears to be 
a general phenomenon of surface-directed condensation, 
irrespective the nature of the condensing ligands and the 
specific surface interaction.

  A01643-03079 

Interaction of PTCDA with Au Nanostructures on 
MoS2

Xinjun CHU1; Yuzhan WANG1; Xingyu GAO1; 
Xuesen WANG1 
1. Physics, National University of Singapore, Singapore
2. Nanoscience and Nanotechnology Initiative of 
National University of Singapore, Singapore

For molecular and organic electronics applications, the 
nature of bonding between functional molecules and 
metal is critical to the device performance.  In this work, 
we investigate the interaction between 3,4,9,10-perylene-
tetracarboxylic-dianhydride (PTCDA) and Au 
nanostructures formed on molybdenum disulfide (MoS2) 
using in situ scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and 
photoemission spectrum (PES) measurement.  When 
deposited on PTCDA-covered MoS2, Au penetrates to the 
surface of MoS2 and form 2D islands due to the strong 
bonding between Au and S atoms on MoS2.  The Au islands 
have an average height of 1.9 nm consisting of 3-4 atomic 
layers and a PTCDA molecular layer on top.  Herring-
bone structures of the PTCDA molecules on top of the 
Au islands can be imaged by STM.  The molecules are 
stable under annealing at 450 K.  Similar configurations 
of PTCDA/Au/MoS2 structures are imaged by STM when 
Au was deposited first on clean MoS2 followed by PTCDA 
deposition.  The PES measurement shows that there is a 
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strong interaction between the Au particles and PTCDA 
molecules which is not observed for bulk Au.  Our results 
indicate that, compared to bare MoS2 surface, the PTCDA 
overlayer greatly increases the nucleation density of 
Au.  PTCDA acts as a passivation surfactant so that Au 
nanoparticles in quite small size range can be stabilized at 
room temperature or even higher T.  The data also shows 
that as the particle size decreases, Au can be reactive.

  A01644-02847 

AFM Nanooxidation of Semiconductors

X. N. XIE; H. J. CHUNG; C. H. SOW; A. T. S. WEE 
NUS Nanoscience and Nanotechnology Initiative, 
National University of Singapore, Singapore

Nanotechnology encompasses many processes that are 
important in the fabrication of integrated circuits, memory 
devices, display units, biochips and biosensors. Atomic 
force microscope (AFM) nanolithography has shown itself 
to be a unique tool for materials structuring and patterning 
with nanometer precision. In this talk, we present the AFM 
nanooxidation of semiconductors and its application in 
nanopatterning and nanodevice fabrication. We discuss 
the mechanism and the various methods used in AFM 
nanooxidation. The materials for nanooxidation, the 
aspect ratio of nanooxide, and the chemical and dielectric 
properties of nanooxide are also presented. 

  A01654-02860 

Formation of Large Scale Silver Nanowire 
Membranes with Oriented Nanowire Structures

Xiaogang LIU 
Department of Chemistry, National University of 
Singapore, Singapore

Large scale silver nanowire membranes that comprise 
oriented nanowires have been fabricated via a one-pot, 
aqueous solvent-based approach at room temperature. 
By varying the reaction temperature, time, and surfactant 
concentration, the thickness of the nanowire membrane can 
be tuned from 10 µm to 200 µm.  The experimental results 
indicate that the oriented nanowire arrays formed through 
a surfactant-mediated nucleation and growth process.  
CTAB surfactant molecules form micelle-type structures 
in the solution and kinetically control the growth of the 
nanowire arrays.  The present study should provide insight 
into the general synthetic strategy for the rational formation 
of nanowire arrays under mild synthetic conditions and 
can be extend to the other inorganic nanowire arrays. In 
addition, the obtained Ag nanowire arrays exhibit a novel 
field emission property when compared to individual 
nanowires, thus providing a potential candidate as the 
emitter material for field emission applications.

  A01686-02915 

ZnO-based Spinel Nanostructures via Controlled 
Interface Reaction

Hongjin FAN1; Yang YANG2 
1. Division of Physics and Applied Physics, Nanyang 
Technological University, Singapore
2. Max Planck Institute of Microstructure Physics, 
Germany

There is now increasing interest in a wide range of ZnO-
based ternary compound nanostructures, which can be 
useful as multi-color light-emitting device, sensors, 
transparent electrodes, or catalysts. Fabrication of 
nanowires of the spinel-type ternary oxides is difficult 
by traditional methods, but is made easy by controlled 
interface reaction with ZnO nanowire. 

In this talk we will first give a brief review of various 
template-directed fabrication methods. Subsequently, two 
examples will be given: ZnAl2O4 and Zn2TiO4. The former 
are nanotubes whereas the latter is multi-twinned zigzag 
nanowires. To form these 1-D nanostructures, single-
crystalline ZnO nanowires are first coated with a conformal 
layer of Al2O3 and TiO2 by atomic layer deposition 
(ALD), followed by thermal annealing under different 
conditions. Physics involved in the formation process will 
be discussed, which include nanoscale Kirkenall effect, 
oriented attachment and Oswald ripening. In particular, 
our controlled experiments reveal a formation process 
of the multi-twinned zigzag Zn2TiO4 nanowires very 
different from previous reported ones. Finally, as a shape-
conserving transformation, such a nanowire-templated 
method provides a simple and efficient pathway to design 
2-D and 3-D complex ZnO-based ternary nanostructures.

  A01712-02987 

Molecular Self-Assembly on Surfaces and Surface 
Nanotemplates

Wei CHEN1;2; Andrew Thye Shen WEE1 
1. Department of Physics, National University of 
Singapore, Singapore
2. Department of Chemistry, National University of 
Singapore, Singapore

Creation of well-ordered functional molecular arrays at the 
nanometer scale is one of the key issues in the development 
for future molecular- or nano-electronic devices, solid-
state quantum computation, single-electron devices, and 
biosensors. Molecular self-assembly on surfaces or surface 
nanotemplates via selective and directional covalent or non-
covalent interactions offers a promising bottom-up approach 
to fabricating molecular nanostructure arrays with desired 
functionalities over macroscopic areas. Selective coupling 
of functional molecules to preferential adsorption sites of 
pre-patterned surface nanotemplates facilitates the creation 
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of long-range ordered two-dimensional (2D) molecular 
arrays. The directionality and selectivity of intermolecular 
hydrogen bonding, metal-ligand interactions as well as 
covalent bonding can facilitate the formation of ordered 
supramolecular assemblies with good structural stability, 
enabling the rational design and construction of a wide 
range of 2D molecular nanostructures such as molecular 
supergratings and porous networks. Here, we demonstrate 
the formation of various well-ordered C60 superstructures 
with tunable periodicity and symmetry using different 
molecular surface nanotemplates. It is found that that the 
formation of the tunable C60 molecular arrays arises from 
the delicate balance between the homointermolecular 
(van-der-Waals forces), hetero-intermolecular (charge 
transfer) and molecule-substrate interfacial interactions 
under different experimental conditions, which can be 
simply adjusted by choosing appropriate C60 and 6T, 6P 
or pentacene coverage and post annealing temperature. 
Our results suggest that self-assembling of molecular 
superstructures on surface nanotemplates represents a 
simple and effective method for the construction of highly 
ordered functional molecular nanostructure arrays, and 
offers a versatile route towards the fabrication of novel 
molecular interconnects and devices.

  A01738-03024 

The Impact of Intramolecular Polar Bonds on 
the Ionization Energy of Organic Semiconductor 
Films

Norbert KOCH 
Institut fur Physik, Humboldt-Universitat zu Berlin, 
Berlin, Germany

While an isolated individual molecule has only one  
ionization energy (IE), multiple values are found for 
molecules in ordered assemblies. Photoelectron spectroscopy 
of archetypical conjugated organic compounds combined 
with first-principles calculations and electrostatic modeling 
reveal the existence of a surface dipole built into molecular 
layers. Its origin lies in intramolecular polar bonds (IPBs) 
of the individual molecules, and its magnitude depends 
on the orientation of molecules relative to the surface of 
an ordered assembly. Suitable pre-patterning of substrates 
to induce specific molecular orientations in subsequently 
grown films thus permits adjusting the IE of one molecular 
species over up to 1 eV via control over layer morphology. 
Furthermore, mixing of differently terminated molecules 
(different IPBs) on a molecular length scale allows 
continuously tuning the IE of thin organic films between 
the limiting values of the two pure materials. Surface 
engineering of organic semiconductors via adjusting the 
polarity of intra-molecular bonds represents thus a viable 
alternative for controlling the energetics at organic/(in)
organic interfaces.

  A01740-03034 

Fabrication of Butterfly-mimetic Photonic 
Nanostructures Using Nanoimprint Lithography 
and Shear Patterning Technique

Tanu Suryadi KUSTANDI; Hong Yee LOW; 
Jing Hua TENG; Isabel RODRIGUEZ 
Patterning and Fabrication, Institute of Materials 
Research and Engineering, A*STAR (Agency for Science, 
Technology and Research), Singapore

Brilliant and iridescent colors on the wings of butterflies 
are produced by the combined effects of diffraction and 
interference of light through structural variations on 
their wings. In Anycluris butterfly, the wing is made of 
scales comprising multiple layers of cuticle, separated by 
air spaces and inclined at an angle of ~30° to the scale 
substrate. These multilayered structures act as thin films, 
and together with the air spaces between the structures, they 
form a quarter-wavelength plate arrangement that is ideal 
to achieve maximal constructive interference for greatest 
reflectance. This natural technology of butterfly wings has 
inspired the biomimetic development of remarkable optical 
devices that can produce more pronounced visual effects 
than those attainable with dyes, inks, and pigments. Here 
we report a simple and efficient method for fabricating 
butterfly-inspired nanostructures using nanoimprint 
lithography (NIL). 

The fabrication process starts with the formation of 
high aspect ratio nanostructures using NIL followed by 
the application of lateral force to the structures during 
mold release to obtain an ordered array of collapsed 
nanostructures. This technique enables a two-dimensional 
structure in a mold to be transformed into a highly 
complex three-dimensional structure, closely resembling 
the periodic nanostructures found on the butterfly’s wing 
scales. The synthetic structures are ~ 200 nm in diameter, 
~1.2 µm in length, and leaning at an angle of ~45° to the 
substrate. Further examination on the cross-section of 
the sample by SEM confirmed that the synthetic wing 
structures have multiple layers, depending on the viewing 
angle, and they are separated by air spaces with thickness 
of ~50 nm. It is necessary to have these air gaps between 
the multilayered structures to create the structural color 
effect in butterfly wings. By illuminating a collimated 
white light onto the sample (incidence angle ~60° to the 
surface normal), the reflected color of the synthetic wings 
nanostructures changed according to the rotational angle 
of the incident light. In addition, the butterfly mimetic 
structures on PC films also shows the angle-dependent 
viewing effect, similar to that found in the natural butterfly 
wings.

In terms of potential applications, surface that incorporate 
butterfly photonic structures may be important in 
applications, such as optical gas sensors, filters for flat-
panel displays, and innovative design of optical devices. 
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  A01745-03032 

Templated-assembly Strategy for Large-scale 
Integration of Nanostructure-based Devices

Seunghun HONG 
Physics, Seoul National University, Seoul, South Korea

Recently, various new nanostructures (e.g. nanoparticles, 
nanowires etc) have been utilized as a component for 
advanced functional devices. However, a major stumbling 
block holding back their practical applications is a difficulty 
in massive assembly of such devices. Herein, we will present 
a versatile templated-assembly strategy to mass-produce 
nanostructure-based integrated devices, where molecular 
patterns on 2D and 3D substrates are utilized as a template 
to direct the adsorption and alignment of nanostructures. 
We will discuss how this simple strategy can be utilized 
to fabricate various advanced nanostructure-based devices 
such as vertically-suspended carbon nanotube switches and 
olfactory receptor-based sensors. (Nature 425, 36 (2003); 
Nature Nanotechnology 1, 66 (2006))

  A01776-03114 

Toward Organic Spintronics: A Study of Magnetic 
Metal and Organic Multilayer Systems

Yuzhan WANG; Shi CHEN; Dongchen QI; Xingyu GAO; 
Andrew T S WEE 
Physics, National University of Singapore, Singapore

The discovery of giant magnetoresistance (GMR) in 1988 
is considered to be the beginning of new, spin-based 
electronics. Based on GMR effect, a spin valve consists 
of two or more conducting magnetic material layers with 
different hysteresis curves, which alternates its electrical 
resistance (from low to high or high to low) according 
to the magnetization alignment tuning of the magnetic 
layers. Depending on the applied external magnetic 
field, different magnetization alignments (parallel or 
anti parallel) could be accomplished.  Between the two 
magnetic layers is one nonmagnetic layer, which could 
be organic or inorganic material. In last decade, the 
application of pi-conjugated organic semiconductors into 
spin valves has aroused tremendous interests because they 
possess several advantages: inexpensive, processability 
at lower temperatures with fewer toxic wastes, chemical 
tuning of electronic functionality and easy modification 
favorable of thin film fabrication. Most importantly, due to 
their extremely weak spin-orbit interaction and hyperfine 
interaction exceptionally long spin diffusion lengths can 
be expected. These properties make them ideal for spin 
current injection and transport.

In this field, controlling the sharpness of the ferromagnet-
organic interface is one of the major issues. Because the 
interfaces between the ferromagnets and organic materials 
play an essential role in spin injection, non-destructive 

contact of organic materials is essentially vital in organic 
spintronics generally. 

In my previous research project, the 1.7nm Fe/30nm 
pentacene/Fe hetero-junction was fabricated on Cu(100) 
substrate. The initial deposition of Fe and pentacene 
were conducted in room temperature, whereas the latter 
deposition of Fe on pentacene thin film was performed 
in 190K. Experimental techniques including XPS, UPS 
and NEXAFS were carried out during the stepwise 
depositions.

Upon the deposition of pentacene on 1.7 nm Fe thin 
film, the hole injection barrier is about 0.95 eV and the 
Fermi edge is still visible at a nominal thickness of 15 nm 
indicating that pentacene does not adopt a layer by layer 
growth mode on Fe. A subtle shift of the C 1s peak toward 
higher binding energy can be explained by the weakening 
of screening effect from the metal substrate. The angle 
between the long axis of pentacene molecule and surface 
plane is about 83±5 degrees calculated from angle-
resolved C K-edge NEXAFS taken at a nominal thickness 
of 15nm which validates that at higher thickness pentacene 
molecules nearly stand up perpendicular to the surface.

During Fe deposition on pentacene thin film, the C1s 
binding energy shifts according to a kinked behavior along 
with Fe thickness increase as demonstrated. The initial 
shift of C 1s toward higher binding energy is duo to doping 
of pentacene surface by Fe atoms which penetrate into the 
organic layer and the resulting charge transfer induces 
band bending of pentacene film. With further deposition 
of Fe, C 1s shifts back to lower binding energy because 
polarization energy contribution arising from metallic film 
begins to dominate as the metal on the organic surface 
grows thicker. 

  A01783-04086 

Magnetic Field Assisted Microcontact Printing of 
Protein Patterns on Hydrophobic Substrate

Haijun YANG1;2; Hai LI2; Guangxia SHEN1; Jun HU2; 
Shouwu GUO1 
1. Research Institute of Micro/Nano Science and 
Technology, Shanghai Jiao Tong University, Shanghai, 
China
2. Shanghai Institute of Applied Physics, Chinese 
Academy of Sciences, Shanghai, China

Proteins patterns on surfaces play a key role in the 
miniaturization of biosensors, and in a series of basic 
research applications ranging from mapping the proteome 
to examining protein-protein interactions. Proteins with 
good bioactivity can be transferred from PDMS stamp 
onto hydrophilic surface by microcontact printing, due to 
the weak interaction between proteins and hydrophobic 
substrate in air.  To hydrophobic substrates, transferring 
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protein patterns is very difficult. Few protein patterns have 
been printed on PDMS substrate by adding adhesives and 
printing in organic solvent atmosphere, the additives and 
organic solvent may affect the activity of proteins. Here, 
we reported a new and convenient technology that has 
been used to transfer proteins on hydrophobic polymer 
substrates with high efficiency by introducing a magnetic 
field during the microcontact printing process. The process 
of fabricating protein microarrays is as follows. Firstly, 
Fe3O4 nanoparticles were added into a protein solution 
and mixed thoroughly. Secondly, the protein coated 
Fe3O4 nanoparticles solution was dropped on a PDMS 
stamp surface and followed by drying the stamp with a 
flow of nitrogen. Thirdly, the stamp with protein coated 
Fe3O4 nanoparticles contacted the hydrophobic substrate 
in magnetic field. After peeling-off the stamp, the  protein 
patterns were left on the hydrophobic substrate. Using 
microcontact printing assisted by an external magnetic 
field, protein patterns can be successfully transferred onto 
the substrate, regardless of the properties of substrates.

  A01800-03145 

Massively Parallel Multiplexed Dip-Pen 
Nanolithography

YuHuang WANG 
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, University of 
Maryland, College Park, MD, United States

The ability to generate large area nanoarrays of chemically 
distinct structures on surface promises to open new avenues 
for addressing a number of complex problems ranging from 
fundamental surface science studies to nanoelectronics and 
biomedical diagnostics. In this talk I will present recent 
efforts in transforming dip-pen nanolithography (DPN), a 
high-resolution molecular printing technique, into a high 
throughput and multiplexed tool through the use of two-
dimensional arrays consisting of as many as 55,000 AFM 
probes. I will report an addressable and high resolution 
inking approach to address the challenges associated with 
multiplexed inking. The fundamental aspects of molecular 
transport in the context of DPN and the use of chemically 
patterned surface for directed assembly of nanoscale 
building blocks including single-walled carbon nanotubes 
and nanoparticles will also be reported.

  A01824-03174 

Nanoimprint Mold Fabrication and Duplication 
for Discrete Track Recording Media

Ei-Leen TAN1; Rachid SBIAA1; Kyaw Oo AUNG1; 
Seidikkurippu Nellainayagam PIRAMANAYAGAM1; 
Seng Kai WONG1; Hang Khume TAN1; 
Wei Choong Allen POH1; 
Naganivetha THIYAGARAJAH2 
1. Spintronics, Media and Interfaces, Data Storage 
Institute, Singapore
2. Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, 
National University of Singapore, Singapore

Nanoimprint lithography (NIL) is one of the most 
promising and viable methods for the mass manufacturing 
of next generated patterned recording media, for it offers 
a low-cost and high throughput method of fabrication at 
the nanoscale levels needed for areal densities of 1 Tb/in2 
and beyond.  One such scheme is discrete track recording 
(DTR), in which the data tracks and servo information are 
lithographically patterned onto the disk media.

To enable the use of NIL for DTR media production, 
the time-consuming step of producing a master mold by 
electron beam lithography must first be carried out.  As 
electron beam lithography is a serial writing process, 
the production of a master mold can potentially take 
days or even weeks to complete.  We show that through 
optimisation of the CAD pattern design, electron beam 
writing times can be cut by 60% or greater.

Furthermore, discrete track patterns are arranged in a 
circular fashion while the majority of electron beam 
writing systems are based on an x-y coordinate system.  
Although r-θ writing systems exist and have been used to 
successfully produce DTR media, such systems are still in a 
developmental stage and are costly.  Another consideration 
is the complexity of the DTR design.  As this can comprise 
several hundreds of thousands of polygons, a manual layout 
of the DTR design will be time-consuming and error prone 
as well.  We demonstrate an inexpensive solution to both 
of these problems: through the use of an automated CAD 
pattern generator, DTR designs of arbitrary complexity 
can be generated, and positioned circumferentially along 
the disk.

With this automated CAD pattern generator, we fabricate 
a DTR mold with a track pitch of 120 nm and track width 
of 60 nm on a silicon dioxide wafer.  The DTR patterns are 
transferred from the PMMA resist onto the wafer through 
ion milling and reactive ion etching.  SEM and AFM scans 
of the mold were used to evaluate the lithography and also 
imprinting processes. An anti-adhesion layer is then added 
to the mold, thus rendering it ready for nanoimprinting.

In mass production, the master mold is used for the 
production of daughter molds, which are then used for 
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nanoimprinting into actual disk media.  During the daughter 
mold production process, there should be no loss of fidelity 
of the DTR patterns.  Through the use of an intermediate 
polymer stamp and optimisation of the etching processes, 
we are able to accurately and completely reproduce the 
master mold onto a daughter mold.  This daughter mold 
is then subsequently used as the nanoimprint mold to 
fabricate DTR recording media.  

  A01826-03178 

Supramolecular Functional Materials with 
Patterned and Regular Structures

Katsuhiko ARIGA 
World Premier International (WPI) Research Center for 
Materials Nanoarchitectonics (MANA), National Institute 
for Materials Science, Tsukuba, Japan

Nano-structures and micro-structures of functional 
materials have unavoidable contributions to rapid 
development of current science and technology. Bottom-
up approaches based on supramolecular patterning 
processes become important for fabrication of soft nano- 
and micro-materials], and the obtained materials can 
be called “supramolecular materials”. Here, our recent 
approaches for preparation of supramolecular materials are 
summarized, as classified by four categories: (i) molecule 
to nano; (ii) nano to micro; (iii) micro to bulk; (iv) bridging 
molecule and bulk. In the approaches from molecules to 
nano, we have investigated multi-color porphyrins useful 
for versatile anion sensing, and recently subjected the 
porhyrin derivatives and fullerene derivatives to molecular 
array formation. In addition, periodic patterns can be also 
obtainable through molecular recognition at a surface of 
Langmuir monolayers. As fabrication of microstrctures, 
in addition to morphological control of fullerene 
materials, we appliied the layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly 
to fabrication of novel micro-structured films, so-called 
“mesoporous nano-compartment films”, which are useful 
for controlled materials release. With these films, stimuli-
free auto-modulated stepwise release of water or drug 
molecules was achieved through the mesopore channels 
of robust silica capsule containers embedded in the film. 
Fabrication of bulk materials reflecting regular nano- and 
micro-structures is also attractive targets in the field of 
supramolecular materials. Methods so-called template 
synthesis and/or structure transcription are powerful 
methods for this target, as seen in mesoporous materials. 
Vinu and coworkers recently applied this concept to prepare 
novel mesoporous materials, including mesoporous carbon 
nitride, mesoporous boron nitride, and mesoporous boron 
carbon nitride. Especially, novel supramolecular material, 
carbon nanocage, showed excellent adsorption capacities 
for a typical dye (Alizarin Yellow), where only carbon 
nanocage is capable of perfect removal of the dye stuff. 
Competitive adsorption of catechin and tannic acid to 
the carbon nanocage material resulted in highly selective 

adsorption of tannic acid (ca. 95%) using a very simple one-
pot process. We have recently developed sensor materials 
for tea components via LbL assembly of mesoporous 
carbon materials. A novel methodology to bridge molecular 
function and bulk motion has been also developed through 
molecular recognition at the air-water interface. The 
air-water interface is regarded as medium appropriate 
for molecular recognition of various aqueous guests 
and allows dynamic control of conformational changes 
and motions of embedded molecules. We successfully 
manipulated molecules at the air-water interface upon 
bulk (10-100 cm size) motion of the entire monolayer and 
realized “capture and release” of aqueous guest molecules 
using molecular machine, steroid cyclophane. In addition, 
an octacoordinate sodium complex of a polycholesteryl-
substituted cyclen embedded at the air-water interface 
was used as a molecular host. Chiral recognition of valine 
stereoisomers by the cyclen monolayer can be reversed 
from the D- to L-form upon monolayer compression. 
Fabrication and function of supramolecular materials 
that have been developed in our research team are briefly 
summarized above.

  A01841-03195 

Interfacing Living Cells with Nanostructured 
Materials

Peng CHEN 
Bioengineering Division, Nanyang Technological 
University, Singapore

Nanostructured materials are bringing unprecedented 
opportunities to biology. Their nanoscale dimensions allow 
them to interact intimately with and spy on the nanoscopic 
world of biomolecules and molecular machineries that 
mediates cellular functions. Herein, we present several 
examples of interfacing living cells with nanostructured 
materials, specifically, nanocarbons and silicon nanowires. 
Appropriate functionalization with bioactive molecules 
such as polypeptide or carbohydrates enables biocompatible 
interfacing between these nanomaterials and living cells. In 
addition, we show that the nanotopology imposed by these 
materials may exert profound influences on cell behaviours. 
And nanoelectronic devices based on these nanomaterials 
can be used to detect dynamics cellular activities such as 
biomolecular secretion and bioelectricity.  

The support from an A*Star SERC grant (#072 101 0020) is 
acknowledged.
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  A01844-03199 

Hosting Molecules on a 3 nm Grid on sp2 Single 
Layers on Transition Metals

Thomas GREBER 
Physik Institut, University of Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland

sp2 hybridized single layer dielectrics of hexagonal 
boron nitride on Rh(111) or Ru(0001) form corrugated 
superstructures with about 3 nm lattice constant. These 
structures were stable in air and electrolytes and may be 
used as templates for supramolecular architectures. The 
peculiar trapping mechanism for single molecules with 
a diameter of 1 to 2 nm is traced back to strong lateral 
electric fields within the nanostructure [1]. A comparison 
with the metallic sp2 sibling graphene reveals similar, 
though weaker lateral electric fields above the corrugated 
surface [2]. [1] Dil et al. Science, 319 (2008) 1824. [2] 
Brugger et al. Phys. Rev. B, 79 (2009) 045407.

  A01859-03214 

3D Nanoimprint Templates with Ultra-high Vertical 
Precision

Martin BARTELS1;2; Xiaolin WANG1;2; 
Thomas KUSSEROW1;2; Florestan KOEHLER1;2; 
Stefan WITTZACK1;2; Hartmut HILLMER1;2 
1. Institute of Nanostructure Technologies and Analytics, 
University of Kassel, Kassel, Germany
2. NanoImprint Consortium Hessen, Germany

Nanoimprint technology is about to become one of the 
most powerful methods for generating nanopatterns and 
is on the roadmap for next-generation lithography. By 
using templates to emboss structures into soft materials 
and subsequent curing by UV light or temperature change, 
highly accurate patterns are feasible and lateral feature sizes 
down to 6 nm have been reported. Due to the properties of 
the templates repeatedly use is possible and advantageous 
for large area applications and low production cost. 

Beside lithographic nanoimprint methods alternative 
approaches employing the printed patterns directly for use 
in technology and devices are becoming more and more 
interesting. The key component to achieve success in 
advanced and versatile fields of application is in this case 
the ability to determine the shape of printed patterns in all 
three dimensions. Although very good results considering 
lateral resolution have been presented in recent years the 
precise control of the vertical dimension of patterns with 
complex surface profiles and arbitrary heights is still a 
challenging task. 

We developed new methods to produce 3D nanoimprint 
templates by means of nanotechnology with ultra-high 
vertical precision and excellent optical surface properties. 
The presented samples consist of arrays of plane surfaces 

with varying heights subdivided by a frame structure. For 
testing purpose arrays with up to 64 different height levels 
were designed and implemented. The maximum absolute 
difference in height was chosen to be 200 nm whereas 
minimum step size between two height levels was set 
to 1 nm. Transparent and non-transparent templates for 
thermal resist curing processes were fabricated as well as 
transparent ones for the use of curing by UV light. The 3D 
patterns were characterized by white light interferometry 
to gain information on the quality and actual shape of 
the surface. For non-transparent templates the maximum 
vertical resolution is about 0.2 nm with a residual optical 
surface roughness well below 1 nm. The results for the 
transparent templates show a maximum resolution of up 
to 1 nm and typical residual optical surface roughness 
between 0.8 nm and 3 nm. 

Several experiments to implement our 3D templates for 
nanoimprint processing were carried out and the resulting 
polymer patterns were characterized. To avoid problems 
with sticking of printed material at the template surface 
and, hence, failure of accurate pattern transfer a thin anti-
adhesion layer was coated onto the template surface. 
Furthermore considerations of possible shrinkage of the 
resist during the curing process have to be made to avoid 
unintentional deviations from the desired proportions. The 
optical surface roughness of the printed areas is similar to 
the roughness of the templates. 

Nanoimprint processing with 3D templates having very 
high vertical precision show high potential for applications 
in optics, like for example patterned waveguides or 
Fabry-Pérot filters and laser devices as well as for 3D 
nanopatterned surfaces and the integration of optical and 
electrical circuits.

  A01886-03281 

Protein Immobilization and Specific Protein-
Protein Binding Events Drive Orientational 
Transitions of Liquid Crystals

Deny HARTONO; Chang-Ying XUE; Kun-Lin YANG; 
Lin-Yue Lanry YUNG 
Department of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering, 
National University of Singapore, Singapore

We report the immobilization of proteins on liquid crystal 
surfaces with well-defined orientation and subsequent real-
time imaging of specific protein-protein binding events 
on these surfaces. Self-assembly of nitrilotriacetic acid-
terminated amphiphiles loaded with Ni2+ ions at aqueous-
liquid crystal interface creates liquid crystal surfaces 
capable for immobilizing histidine-tagged ubiquitin 
through complex formation between Ni2+ and histidine. 
When these surfaces containing immobilized histidine-
tagged ubiquitin were exposed to anti-ubiquitin antibody, 
the spatial and temporal of specific protein-protein 
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binding events trigger orientational transitions of liquid 
crystals. As a result, sharp changes in the optical images 
of liquid crystal from dark to bright are readily visible 
under polarized lighting. This work demonstrates a simple 
strategy to immobilize proteins on liquid crystal surfaces 
with well-defined orientation and the development of and 
low cost liquid crystal-based imaging tool for real-time 
and label-free reporting of specific protein-protein binding 
events, which may find use within biomedical needs.

  A01894-03264 

Study of the Desorption Behavior of Self 
Assembled Monolayer on GaAs and Au by TOF-
SIMS

Luan XI1;2; Silas HUNG1; Heng Yong NIE2; 
Oscar GRIZZI3; Woon-Ming LAU2 
1. Material Analysis Laboratory, Hong Kong Science and 
Technology Parks Coporation, Hong Kong
2. Surface Science Western, University of Western 
Ontario, Ontario, Canada
3. Centro Atomico Bariloche, Rio Negro, Argentina

CH3(CH2)5SH (C6) and CH3(CH2)11SH (C12) monolyers 
are prepared by liquid phase doping on GaAs and Au 
substrate and their temperature dependent desorption 
behavior are studied by Time-of-Flight Secondary Ion 
Mass Spectrometer. One desorption peak is observed 
for C6 and C12 grown on Au at a temperature > 180oC. 
The desorption stage is in agreement with Time-of-Flight 
Direct Recoiling Spectroscopy measurements. C6 shows 
a lower desorption temperature which is due to the lower 
stability of the short thoils. It is noticed that S shows 
similar behavior with that of the molecules, which means 
at the whole desorption process, S goes with the molecules. 
For thoils grown on GaAs, the shape of the desorption 
curve shows quite different behavior. For C12/GaAs, two 
desorption peaks were observed, one at a temperature < 
70oC, one at a temperature > 250oC. The desorption of the 
monolayer upon increasing ion fluence is also studied. It 
is observed that intensity of S were not changed much 
while the molecules decreases with increasing ion fluence, 
which indicates that the monolayer is decomposed and S 
is left on the surface. 

  A01938-03446 

High-Resolution Contact Printing with Chemically 
Patterned Flat Stamps Fabricated by Nanoimprint 
Lithography

Xuexin DUAN1; Yiping ZHAO1;2; Andras PERL1; 
Erwin BERENSCHOT2; David N. REINHOUDT1; 
Jurriaan HUSKENS1 
1. Molecular Nanofabrication, MESA+ Institute for 
Nanotechnology University of Twente, Enschede, 
Netherlands
2. Transducers Science and Technology, MESA+ Institute 
for Nanotechnology University of Twente, Enschede, 
Netherlands

Chemically patterned flat stamps provide an effective 
solution to avoid the mechanical stamp stability problems 
currently encountered in microcontact printing. A new 
method was developed to fabricate the chemical patterns 
on a flat PDMS stamp by using nanoimprint lithography 
(NIL). The polymer pattern, produced by thermal NIL 
followed by residual layer removal, acts as a local mask 
to oxidize the uncovered regions of the PDMS. The 
chemical patterns were subsequently formed by gas phase 
evaporation of a fluorinated silane. After removal of 
the imprint polymer, these stamps were used to transfer 
alkanethiols as inks to a gold substrate by µCP. Sub-100 
nm gold patterns were successfully replicated by these 
chemically patterned flat PDMS stamps.

  A01938-03476 

Bifunctional Chemically Patterned Flat Stamps 
for Microcontact Printing of Polar Inks

Xuexin DUAN; Veera B. SADHU; Andras PERL; 
Maria PETER; David N. REINHOUDT;
Jurriaan HUSKENS 
Molecular Nanofabrication, MESA+ Institute for 
Nanotechnology University of Twente, Enschede, 
Netherlands

1H,1H,2H,2H-Perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane (PFDTS) and 
3-(aminopropyl) triethoxysilane (APTS) were deposited 
seperately through a mask onto flat PDMS surfaces to form 
a bifunctional chemically patterned flat stamp. XPS, water 
contact angle, and AFM measurements have confirmed the 
chemical patterns on the PDMS surface. Attachment of the 
TAMRA dye to the amino-functionalized regions shows 
the possibility of further modification of the bifunctional 
stamps to achieve different chemical functionalities of the 
stamp. These new stamps design showed good performance 
in microcontact printing of some polar inks (G2-S 
dendrimer and TRITC dye) in both positive microcontact 
printing ((+)μCP) and negative microcontact printing  
((-)μCP). Printing results of G2-S dendrimer using the 
same stamps after 1 month confirm the long-term stability 
of the chemically functionalized PDMS stamps.
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  A01988-03635 

Collidal Self Assembly via Streptavidin-Biotin 
Conjugation

Guoyang TOH; Keqin ZHANG; Xiang Yang LIU 
Department of Physics, National University of Singapore, 
Singapore

Streptavidin and biotin, strongest noncovalent biological 
interaction ever known, are two biological molecules 
which on the molecular level behave as a key and lock 
system.  The biotin-streptavidin system has a dissociation 
constant, Kd, in the order of 4×10-14 M.  We make use of 
the strength and specificity of the interaction to study 
the self assembly process of colloids on the substrates.  
Fluorescence microscope and SEM (scanning electron 
microscope) were employed to observe the general 
disordered distribution pattern and the monolayer coating 
of the biotin coated microspheres on streptavidin coated 
cover slip respectively.  A specific technique, TIRFM (total 
internal reflection fluorescence microscope) will be carried 
out to view and record the real time assembly process.  
In general disordered nanoparticle films, percolation 
phenomena emerge when concentrations increase to 
critical values.  By employing TIRFM, we hope to quantify 
the emergence of percolation phenomena under the effect 
of self assembly experimentally.

  A02107-03632 

Electrochemical Nanostructuring of Materials by 
Capillary-Force Assisted Method

Victor TIMOSHENKO1; Natalia MASLOVA1; 
Kirill GONCHAR1; Yerzhan TAURBAEV2 
1. Physics Department, M.V.Lomonosov Moscow State 
University, Moscow/Russia, Russian Federation
2. Physics Department, al Farabi Kazakh National 
University, Almaty, Kazakhstan

It is known that conventional methods of electrochemical 
etching can be used to form nanostructures of Si and 
compound semiconductors with desired sizes and 
morphology. Since these methods require both a specially 
desired cell from chemically inert material and a good 
electrical contact to the treated substrate, they are hardly 
compatible with modern semiconductor technology. An 
alternative method of the chemical etching (stain etching 
process), which is contactless, is characterized by low 
reproducibility as well as by uncertainty of sizes and 
morphology of the formed nanostructures. We realize 
a new configuration of the electrochemical etching cell, 
which employs the capillary force effect. In this approach 
the treated substrate (e.g. semiconductor wafer) is 
located in 50-300 µm thick capillary region between two 
electrodes (anode and cathode). The treated surfaces of a 
wafer or/and a set of wafers are served as virtual cathodes 
and anodes. Samples of porous Si, GaP, GaAs and other 

semiconductors and metals were formed by this method 
in electrolytes based on HF, H2SO4, HCl or organic acids. 
The samples were anodized for 1-30 minutes under current 
density varied from 1 to 50 mA/cm2.  Porous layers 
were formed on the substrate’s side working as a virtual 
anode. Atomic force and scanning electron microscopy, 
infrared and Raman spectroscopy revealed nanoporous 
and nanocrystalline structure of the materials prepared.  
Photoluminescence properties of porous Si, GaP, GaAs 
were found to be controlled by the etching parameters 
(current density, electrolyte content). These results 
demonstrate good prospects of the capillary method to 
be applied in both laboratories and industry conditions to 
prepare nanoporous materials with desired structure and 
optical properties. 

  A02143-03689 

Preparation of Inorganic Nanostructures by Dip-
Pen Nanolithography

Yan LI1;2; Haibin CHU1;2; Lei DING1;2; Sun HAO1;2 
1. College of Chemistry and Molecular Engineering, 
Peking University, Beijing, China
2. Beijing National Laboratory for Molecular Sciences, 
Beijing, China

The fabrication of nanostructures composed of functional 
inorganic materials is very important for building various 
nanodevices. Dip-pen nanolithography (DPN) can 
directly generate nanostructures of inorganic materials 
by transferring inorganic species from atomic force 
microscope (AFM) tips onto various substrates. Both the 
high-resolution and in situ fabrication and characterization 
are the advantages of this technique. However, there are 
still some big challenges for the further application of 
DPN, such as the lack of inorganic reactions matching the 
DPN process, the extremely low patterning speed, and the 
difficulty in directly preparing crystalline nanostructures. 
We have developed a series of processes to overcome 
these issues.

By carefully controlling the reaction condition, the violent 
precipitation reaction was calmed down to match the 
speed of DPN. By exploiting the long range electrostatic 
interaction coming from the charge separation caused 
by the friction of tip and substrate as the driving force, 
the patterning speed was increased by 10,000 times. By 
introducing epitaxial growth into the DPN process, the 
mono-crystalline inorganic nanostructures were obtained 
directly with DPN.

In addition, the precise control of the DPN process enables 
it a powerful technique in site-specific modification of 
nanostructures. The modification of single-walled carbon 
nanotubes on substrates was used as an example.  
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  A02175-03740 

Influences of the Ligand on Photoelectron 
Behaviors in Core-shell Structure of CdTe 
Nanoparticles

Kuiying LI1; Hao ZHANG2; Tong LIU1;
Bingjing ZHOU1; Weiyong YANG1; Sailing WEI1 
1. National Laboratory of Metastable Materials 
Manufacture Technology & Science, Yanshan University, 
Qinhuangdao, China
2. College of Chemistry, Jilin University, Changchun, 
China

The combination of surface photovoltaic (SPV) 
and photoacoustic (PA) techniques was utilized for 
probing the photogenic free charge carrier’s transport 
behaviors of the ligand 3-mercapropionic acid (MPA)-
, 2-mercaptoethylamine (MA)-, and thioglycolic acid 
(TGA)-capped crystalline CdTe nanoparticles, respectively. 
The results demonstrate that the affect of the ligands on the 
charge transport mechanism of ligand-capped crystalline 
CdTe nanoparticles was that an obvious difference of the 
energy level position of the quantum wells in the buried 
interface space-charge region (SCR) appeared at varying 
the ligands; and that the quantum tunnel effect of the 
samples depended closely on the interaction between the 
shell layer ligand and the core nano-CdTe by the change of 
the intensity of SPV response of the samples at the photon 
energy hυ≥Eg,CdS. On the other hand, it was experimentally 
found that the ligand layer played an obstructive role to a 
certain extent on the photogenic charge transfer transitions 
of the nano-CdTe, resulting in the remarkable increase of 
the intensity of SPV response of the sample at the region 
of 300-600 nm after the concentration of the ligand was 
diluted. As comparing the SPV response with the PA signal 
of the samples at the region of 300-600 nm, it was found 
that the ligand was partly responsible for the non-radiation 
transition channel of the samples.

  A02199-03764 

Electroactive Behaviour of Coordinated Ferrocene 
Moieties Observed by Molecular Resolution 
Scanning Tunneling Microscopy

Lloyd AH QUNE1;2;4; Kaoru TAMADA2;3;4; 
Hara MASAHIKO4; Andrew WEE2 
1. Physics and Applied Physics, Nanyang Technological 
University, Singapore
2. Physics, National University of Singapore, Singapore
3. Research Institute of Electrical Communication, 
Tohoku University, Sendai, Japan
4. Department of Electronic Chemistry, Tokyo Institute of 
Technology, Yokohama, Japan

Molecular resolution scanning tunneling microscope 
(STM) images of 11-ferrocenyl-1-undecanethiol ((C5H5)
Fe(C5H4)(CH2)11-SH) were obtained when self assembled 

on Au(111) at a phenyloctane-Au(111) interface. A small 
droplet of phenyloctane solution containing a 1:1 mixture 
of ferrocenyl undecanethiol and octanethiol (CH3-(CH2)7-
SH) was gently placed onto a clean Au(111) surface and 
the STM tip scanned inside the solution. Co-assembly with 
octanethiol was used owing to the phase segregation of the 
two molecules previously observed when self-assembled 
on HOPG. 

The spontaneous self-assembly of ferrocenyl undecanethiol 
on Au(111) formed large domains largely devoid of 
characteristic etch pits indicative of thiol adsorption. 
Molecular resolution STM images indicate a hexagonal 
packing of the ferrocene moieties at a nearest neighbor 
distance of ~6.5 Å. Subsequent STM images obtained 
in the same region showed a changing lattice, indicating 
dynamically moving ferrocene moieties, similar to 
ferrocene SAMs adsorbed at a phenyloctane-HOPG 
interface. This conforms to a loose hexagonal order 
previously observed by autocorrelation. 

After ferrocenyl undecanethiol molecules were locally 
desorbed and readsorbed within the phenyloctane drop 
by means of STM lithography under a high bias of 3 V, 
small domains of well ordered ferrocene moieties were 
observed within a largely disordered region. Molecular 
resolution images of the well ordered region indicated a 
changing lattice, similar to images of ferrocene moieties 
prior to STM lithography. Furthermore, well ordered rows 
of regularly spaced coordinated ferrocene groups appeared 
as exceedingly “bright” features with enhanced tunneling 
currents within the well ordered regions, indicating 
the electroactive behavior of the ferrocene moiety. The 
“bright” ferrocenes reverted back into normal ferrocenes 
upon subsequent STM scanning.

  A02295-04026 

Highly Ordered, Free Standing Silver Nanowire-
Fabrication and Optical Properties

Jinghua FANG; Lin LING; Paul SPIZZIRI; 
Ann ROBERTS; Steven PRAWER 
School of Physics, University of Melbourne, Victoria, 
Australia

Metallic silver presents high electrical and thermal 
conductivities and acts as a strong catalyst for many 
chemical reactions. Its performance in most applications 
could be significantly enhanced by using it as the basis 
for the fabrication of nanostructures with well-controlled 
dimensions. Recently, silver nanostructures have attracted 
considerable attention because of their potential application 
as interconnects for nano-scale electronic and biological 
devices, negative-index (optical) meta-materials and 
plasmonic structures .
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Anodic aluminium oxide (AAO) is made of nano-porous 
alumina formed during anodization. Due to their periodic 
structure and ease of fabrication, it has been widely used 
as a nano-template and membrane. In this work, high 
quality AAO templates have been fabricated using a two-
step anodization process. We have successfully prepared 
templates with different thicknesses and average pore 
diameters of 25 nm, 80 nm and 200 nm. These templates 
have been used for the controlled (spatially) growth of silver 
nanostructures from the electroless deposition of silver 
metal. Reaction conditions were adopted to grow silver 
nano-wire arrays with diameters of 60-80 nm within the 
template structure. Simulations of these photonic structures 
have been compared with experimental measurements, the 
results of which will be discussed. Further work on these 
systems will focus on assessing their optical properties as 
a function of structural geometry by investigating their 
plasmonic resonances. 

The authors greatly acknowledged the Australian Research 
Council (ARC) for financial support. The author also 
acknowledged the University of Melboure an internataional 
postgraduate research scholarship (IPRS).

  A02330-04006 

Matrix-Assisted Dip-Pen Nanolithography

Ling HUANG; Chad MIRKIN 
Chemistry, Northwestern University, Evanston, United 
States

With more and more significant applications being 
discovered, patterning of various nano building blocks 
(NBBs) into a specific location still remains a big challenge. 
Herein, we report the first straightforward method for 
direct patterning of NBBs by dip-pen nanolithography 
(DPN) using a universal composite ink kit. Typically, such 
universal ink is made by mixing a nanomaterial of interest 
and a polymer that works as an ink carrier. The advantages 
of this ink carrier such as easy to pattern by DPN, very good 
solubility in a wide range of solvents, and has no effect on 
the target materials’ physical or chemical properties make 
it an ideal candidate for direct patterning of many kinds 
of nanomaterials at sub-100 nm resolution. Polyethylene 
oxide (PEO, MW = 100,000) represents one such ink 
carrier for this system. It is compatible with a variety of 
NBBs dispersed in a range of solvent systems such as gold 
nanoparticles (AuNPs) in water, magnetic nanoparticles 
(MNPs) in dichloromethane, fullerene in toluene, and 
biomolecules in buffered solution. The successful 
DPN patterning of several nanomaterial/PEO inks was 
confirmed using a battery of techniques including AFM, 
magnetic force microscopy (MFM), transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM), electron transport measurement, and 
biological assay (antigen-antibody recognition), where 
applicable.  

  A02372-04056 

Lattice Dynamics of Co/Pt(111) Interfaces from 
First Principles

Wai Leung YIM1;2; Thorsten KLUENER1 
1. Institute for Pure and Applied Chemistry, University of 
Oldenburg, Oldenburg, Germany
2. Institute of High Performance Computing, Singapore

We have examined the interplay between spin fluctuations 
and phonon instability of ultra-thin cobalt films on top of 
Pt(111) surfaces by an interdisciplinary approach. Density 
functional perturbation theory was applied to obtain 
phonon structures of surface slab models. We found that 
a monolayer (ML) of a hexagonal cobalt overlayer was 
stable on the Pt(111) substrate, while thicker hexagonal 
cobalt films showed lattice instability. By performing 
ab initio molecular dynamics simulations at 300 K, we 
found that the thicker cobalt films (≥ 2 ML) tended to 
reconstruct and exhibit a low-spin rectangular phase. In 
particular, the energy difference between a 4ML-Co(111) 
and a 4ML-Co(100) overlayer was as large as 2.10 eV. 
Segregation barriers were estimated by using constrained 
ab initio molecular dynamics and energetics calculations. 
In consistent with previous experimental findings, the Pt 
segregation barrier for a thicker cobalt film ≥ 2ML) was 
significantly larger than that for a 1 ML-Co(111) film.

  A02411-04113 

Functional Surfaces Based on Ordered Alumina 
Nanohole Arrays

Hideki MASUDA1;2 
1. Tokyo Metropolitan University, Japan
2. KAST, Japan

The use of materials with highly ordered structures is 
effective for the fabrication of various types of functional 
surfaces.  Anodic porous alumina, which is formed by 
anodization of Al in acidic solution, is a typical self-
ordered nanohole array material and is a promising 
candidate for the starting structure of nanofabrication due 
to its unique fine geometrical structures.  For the functional 
applications of alumina nanohole arrays, improvement 
of the ordering of the hole arrangement is essential to 
optimize the properties of the fabricated devices.  We have 
been studying the several types of fabrication processes 
of highly ordered hole arrays structures of anodic porous 
alumina, and its application to the preparation of various 
types of functional surfaces.  In the report, processes for 
highly ordered nanohole arrays in anodic porous alumina 
and recent examples of application to the fabrication of 
functional surfaces will be presented.  
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  A02413-04115 

In-line Centroid Detection and Surface 
Measurement with Digital Shack-Hartmann 
Wavefront Sensor

Xiaoming YIN 
Singapore Institute of Manufacturing Technology, 
Singapore

Shark-Hartmann Wavefront sensor splits the incident 
wavefront into many subsections and transfers the distorted 
wavefront detection into the centroid measurement.  The 
accuracy of the centroid measurement determines the 
accuracy of the Shack-Hartmann Wavefront Sensor. A lot 
of methods have been presented to improve the accuracy 
of the wavefront centroid measurement. However, most 
of these methods are discussed from the point of view of 
optics, and based on the assumption that the spot intensity 
of the SHWS has a Gaussian distribution, which is not 
applicable to the digital SHWS. In this paper, we have 
presented an automatic centroid measurement method 
based on the image processing technology for the digital 
Shack-Hartmann Wavefront Sensor. The method can 
detect the centroid of the spot accurately and robustly 
by eliminating the influences of all kind of noise such as 
diffraction of the digital SHWS, instability of the light 
source as well as deviation between the centroid of the 
spot and the center of the detection area. 

When the wavefront is reflected by a surface, the information 
of the surface profile is carried by the reflected wavefront. 
The profile of surface can be reconstructed by measuring 
the wavefront.  Base on our automatic centroid detection 
method, we can measure the profile of flat and aspherical 
surface in-line. The experimental results demonstrated that 
the system is accurate, stable, and insensitive to vibration 
and small misalignment. 

  A02519-04472 

Formation of Surface Nanoparticle Patterns with 
Directed Self-Assembly and Nanolithography

Deying XIA1; Steven BRUECK2; Yet-Ming CHIANG1; 
Chee Cheong WONG3 
1. Department of Materials Science and Engineering, 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Massachusetts, 
United States
2. Center for High Technology Materials, University of 
New Mexico, New Mexico, United States
3. School of Materials Science and Engineering, Nanyang 
Technological University, Singapore

Nanoparticle patterns have broad applications to 
electronics, photonics, bio- and chemical sensors, and 
catalysis. Development of versatile techniques for these 
ordered arrays is a critical requirement for the success 
of these applications. Well-controlled positioning of 

nanoparticle patterns with high uniformity over a large 
area remains an important challenge. 

Even though there are many existing nanofabrication 
approaches for nanopatterning of surfaces such as E-beam 
lithography and colloidal lithography, interference 
lithography (IL) is very promising as a los-cost, reliable, 
and scalable technology for establishing sub-100 nm 
features across large areas. Self-assembly is a very 
convenient process to generate nanoparticle films and 
colloidal crystals. Directed self-assembly is the integration 
of lithography and self-assembly, playing an important role 
in nanotechnology applications. A rich variety of methods 
have been developed for depositing colloidal particles into 
desirable patterns. Spin-coating driven self-assembly is 
simple, fast and automated tooling available. 

Here, we demonstrate several approaches for the formation 
of various surface nanoparticle patterns with combination 
of self-assembly of nanoparticles and nanolithography. 
We used IL to define or transfer nanopatterns while we 
employed spin-coating to self-assembly nanoparticles.

In first approach, IL was used to produce nanopatterned 
surfaces on Si or SiO2 surfaces (hard-template) with 
standard semiconductor processing. Silica nanoparticles 
were selectively deposited into surface patterns. One-
dimensional (1D) and two-dimensional (2D) nanoparticle 
arrays were successfully deposited into 1D grooves and 
cylindrical holes. The morphology of nanoparticle arrays 
was affected by spin-speed, properties of nanoparticle 
suspension and geometry of surface patterns. 

In a second approach, we demonstrated deposition of 
nanoparticle arrays on flat surface instead of patterned 
surface in above approach. Photoresist patterns (soft-
templates) were produced with IL. Then, silica nanoparticle 
suspension was spun-coated on the samples. Finally, soft-
templates were removed by high temperature calcination 
or immersion in piranha solution, leaving periodic 
nanoparticle patterns on flat surfaces. Parallel arrays or 
continuous cross network of particles were successfully 
fabricated with periods between hundreds of nanometers 
and several micros over areas of several square center 
meters. The morphology (period, layer width and thickness 
etc.) of the particle patterns can be controlled by varying 
the process conditions. 

We also invented a top-down approach for  the formation 
of silica nanoparticle patterns. Lithographically defined 
mesoscopic colloidal nanoparticle patterns were fabricated 
with combination of IL, spin-coating and reactive ion 
etching (RIE). In this approach, a spin-coating is used 
first to self assemble uniform, large-area nanoparticle film 
with a desirable thickness. IL is then used to define the 
photoresist patterns atop the nanoparticle film. Subsequent 
RIE was used to etch the unprotected regions of the 
nanoparticle film. Finally, the photoresist was removed 
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by anisotropic chemical approach, such as piranha soak. 
1D nanoparticle bands, 2D discs, diamonds and holes with 
high quality and excellent uniformity were fabricated over 
large area. This approach can easily be extended to other 
deposition methods such as convective deposition, other 
lithography technique such as colloidal lithography, and 
other materials. 

  A02562-04378 

Tailored Nanostructure-Based Optical Biosensing 
Strategies

Jwa-Min NAM 
Department of Chemistry, Seoul National University, 
Seoul, South Korea

Here, we developed synthetic strategies to fabricate 
various nanostructures (e.g. nanoparticle heterodimers) 
in a high yield. These high-yield synthetic methods allow 
for effectively generating optically active nanostructures 
to detect biomolecules of interest in a quantitative and 
reproducible manner. These bio-tethered nanostructures 
(e.g. Au-Ag core-shell heterodimers and Au nanoparticle-
tethered lipid bilayer) allow for detecting biomolecules 
in a ultrasensitive and multiplexed fashion using hot spot 
surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) and plasmonic 
coupling-based optical detection methods.

  A02564-04381 

Single Exposure Grating Based Dual Beams 
Interference Lithography for Printing of Nanoscale 
Features

Jeun Kee CHUA; Vadakke Matham MURUKESHAN 
School of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, 
Nanyang Technological University, Singapore

This paper presents the investigation and findings of a 
grating based dual beams interference for lithographic 
printing of periodic nanoscale features. The analytical 
expressions of the interference intensity distributions are 
derived using the coordinate mapping matrix and transfer 
matrix methods. The influence of polarization of incident 
beams on the profiles of resist features are also investigated 
experimentally and theoretically.

Printing of 130 nm line features with periodicity of 260 nm 
was possible from two s-polarized beams interference 
experimentally. Simulation results show that fringes of 
the interference between s-polarized incident beams show 
higher contrast than those of the p-polarized incident 
beams. This finding is well supported by the experimental 
results, which show that the interference of s-polarized 
incident beams results in photoresist line features with 
smaller line-width and better contrast than the photoresist 
features obtained with the interference of p-polarized 

incident beams. These findings and methodology can find 
tremendous applications in photonics crystal fabrication, 
nanoscale printing of channels and other variants.

  A02580-04407 

Highly Ordered Chemical Patterns for Controlling 
Proteins at Interfaces using Binary Colloid 
Crystals as Templates

Gurvinder SINGH; Saju PILLAI; Ayyoob ARPANAEI; 
Morten FOSS; Peter KINGSHOTT 
iNANO, Aarhus University, Denmark

Patterning of biomolecules, such proteins, DNA, and 
polysaccharides, over length scales ranging from 
micrometers to nanometers is of great interest for, 
biosensors, cell culture dishes, medical implants and tissue 
engineering. Ideally these devices require attachment of 
biomolecules at specific locations on solid substrates with 
precisely controlled chemistry, but to function fully the 
non-specific adsorption in surrounding regions must be 
prevented. Currently, the most widely used techniques 
for patterning are photolithography, soft lithography and 
electron beam lithography, all of which involve multi-step 
surface modification directly onto substrates, and are time 
consuming and expensive. 

We have shown recently that highly ordered binary colloid 
patterns can be generated from simple self-assembly 
onto surfaces, where single layers of large particles are 
surrounded by crystals of smaller particles. Here, we 
report on a new method for generating chemical patterns 
by sputtering of gold through the colloid crystal layer 
followed by lift-off of the particles. The crystal regions 
of the binary pattern, composed of the smaller particles, 
facilitate transport of the Au sputter beam to the substrate. 
After particle lift-off only the regions where the small 
particles have been in contact with the silicon substrate 
are coated with Au. The large particles act as a mask and 
remain uncoated, and the thickness of the surrounding Au 
layer is controlled by the sputter time. The highly ordered 
chemical patterns are generated where the size of the 
features are tuned by appropriate choice of particle sizes 
(50 nm to 3 μm diameters) and ratios. 

In another approach, binary patterns made from 2 µm 
silica and 200 nm amine polystyrene particles are heated at 
100 ºC (above glass transition temperature of polystyrene) 
followed by etching with HF to remove the silica particles. 
The surfaces are then sputtered coated with Au generating 
gold patterns with silicon as a background after removal 
of polystyrene particles by dissolving them in toluene. 
The thickness of gold features can be controlled by the 
sputtering time. We demonstrate that the resultant Au 
layer can be coated with a protein resistant mercapto-
oligo(ethylene glycol) layer ((1-mercapto-11-undecyl)-
tri(ethylene glycol)) that allows selective adsorption of 
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fluorescently labelled proteins, such as FITC-labelled 
antibodies or rhodamine-labelled albumin, only onto the 
Si regions of the pattern. The Au patterns and subsequent 
protein adsorption are characterized by AFM, SEM and 
fluorescent microscopy. XPS and ToF-SIMS are used 
to characterise the chemical modification steps of the 
patterning. In summary, we introduce a novel method for 
generating highly-ordered chemical nanopatterns that is 
very fast, inexpensive, and allows patterns of biomolecules 
to be created over large areas. 

  A02582-04411 

Improvement on the Performance of Flexible 
CNT-OLED with a Nano Layer of CFx Layer

Kian Soo ONG; Eric OU 
Patterning and Fabrication, Institute of Materials 
Research and Engineering, Singapore

High performance organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) 
devices were fabricated using transparent and conductive 
single wall carbon nanotube (SWCNT) anode. The turn-
on voltage of 4-4.5V and a maximum brightness of   2695 
cd/m2 and luminance efficiency of >10 cd/A is achieved 
by adding a thin nano thick layer of CFx coating between 
the SWCNT anode and hole transport layer (HTL). The 
interaction of this CFx layer and the CNT anode is studied 
by atomic force microscopy (AFM).  A simple and effective 
way of patterning the SWCNT anode is demonstrated

  A02605-04449 

Surface-Templated Assembly for Organic Solar 
Cells and Nanophotonics 

Ginger DAVID 
Chemistry, University of Washington, Seattle, WA, United 
States

We describe the use of patterned surface chemistry 
to guide phase separation and template specific 
morphologies in solution-processed polymer thin films, 
including semiconducting polymers relevant for solar-
cell applications. Using both contact printing and Dip-
Pen Nanolithography we show that micro- and nano-scale 
surface chemistry can be used to control formation of 
both mesoscale and sub-micron film structures of interest 
for potential light-scattering applications.  We discuss 
the impact of these surface templates on both lateral and 
vertical film morphology, and we discuss the prospects of 
further miniaturizing this approach to achieve the nanoscale 
control necessary to improve exciton harvesting. 

  A02609-04457 

Synthetic Nano-pillared Gecko Tapes Fabricated 
with Porous Alumina Templates with Tuned 
Geometrical Parameters

Audrey Yoke Yee HO1; Isabel RODRIGUEZ1; 
Yee Cheong LAM2 
1. Patterning & Fabrication, Institute of Materials 
Research & Engineering - Agency for Science, 
Technology and Research, Singapore
2. School of Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering, 
Nanyang Technological University, Singapore

Geckos’ ability of climbing surfaces, whether wet or dry, 
smooth or rough, has attracted attention, in particular the 
possibility to produce dry adhesives based on the same 
principles. The gecko’s remarkable ability to move on 
vertical surfaces derives from the tissue structures on 
the gecko’s foot which is composed of nearly 500,000 
keratinous hairs called setae. Many of the bio-mimetic 
structures developed to date make use of linear polymer 
pillars, and in some cases hierarchical structures. However, 
the performance of these structures is not as good as 
gecko’s setae. A major limitation is that these pillars do 
not mimic exactly the morphology of the gecko’s setae. 

In this work, we report the optimization of the process 
parameters to fabricate porous anodic alumina (PAA) 
templates with controlled pore geometry, aspect ratio (AR), 
and  density . Acting as master, the morphology of the 
templates is then replicated in polymers to produce robust 
bio-mimetic gecko tapes. The fabrication of branched 
polymer pillars with very high aspect ratio ranging from 
15:1 to 28:1 can be achieved. The adhesion properties of 
these gecko-like surfaces are characterized and compared. 
We describe the dependence of the adhesive force with 
aspect ratio and geometry and the suitable topography for 
improved adhesion.

  A02618-04474 

Self-Assembled Polymeric Nanostructures

Harry HEINZELMANN 
Nanotechnology and Life Sciences Division, Centre 
Suisse d’Electronique et de Microtechnique SA, 
Neuchatel, Switzerland

Self-assembly is an increasingly relevant technique to 
create micrometer- and nanometer- scale surface patterns. 
These patterns are generally quite regular, and can often 
be chemically treated to offer specific functionalities 
at nanometer sized locations. The fact that expensive 
lithograpy equipment is not required offers interesting cost 
reductions in view of potential applications. 

This presentation will describe our current R&D efforts 
in polymeric self-assembly. The resulting structures range 
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from several microns down to tens of nanometers, and can 
be suitably controlled by the choice of polymeric starting 
materials and the deposition parameters. The nanoscale 
topography of these polymer structures influences the 
overall surface properties, which make these systems 
interesting for applications where anti-reflective, anti-
fogging, or super-hydrophobic properties are desired. 
Similarly, such nanostructures are being used as interfaces 
to biological materials, such as for substrates that influence 
the adhesion, orientation, and growth of cells, with 
applications in protheses optimization, medical instrument 
passivation, and tissue engineering. Finally, polymeric 
nanopatterns are being exploited as etch masks, for cost-
effective lithography of nanostructures into silicon based 
materials, such as nano-pillars or nanoporous membranes 
for e.g. filtering applications. 

These developments were carried out at CSEM in the framework 
of its basic R&D program as well as of European and Swiss 
national programs. CSEM is an innovation center collaborating 
with universities to provide solutions to industry. 

  A02629-04511 

Synthesis and Oxidation of Cu-Au Alloyed and 
Cu/Au Core-Shell Nanoparticles

Chun-Hua CHEN; Chih-Ping WANG 
Department of Materials Science and Engineering, 
National Chiao Tung University, Hsin-Chu, Taiwan

Oxidation data on the nano-scaled metallic materials 
is of great importance for both theoretical and practical 
purposes. From previous in-situ measurements we 
found that Cu nanoparticles (~10 nm in diameter) which 
were generated by vapor condensation method showed 
completely different oxidation behaviors comparing with 
the Cu bulk or film materials due to their finite size effect. 
In addition, at two very close temperatures, 298 K and 
323 K, a self-limiting and a non-self-limiting oxidation 
process was observed, respectively. Oxidation research of 
bi-metallic nanoparticles is another important issue but is 
extremely lacking at present as Cu nanoparticles. 

In this work, in order to understand the effects of noble 
element, Au, on the oxidation of Cu nanoparticles, 
we designed two Au adding types, i.e. Cu-Au alloyed 
nanoparticles and Cu/Au core-shell nanoparticles. Till now 
both types of nanoparticles have not been systematically 
synthesized and investigated yet. For the purpose of 
oxidation studies, Cu-Au alloyed nanoparticles with various 
Au concentrations and Cu/Au core-shell nanoparticles 
with various Au shell thickness were synthesized by 
means of chemical reduction method in aqueous media. 
The mean size of the prepared nanoparticles is ~10 nm in 
diameter with the main structure of decahedron. UV-vis 
spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction (XRD), high-resolution 
electron microscopy (HREM), and x-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy (XPS) were mainly used to identify the Cu-

Au alloyed uniformity as well as the coverage condition 
of Au shells of the generated nanoparticles. With precise 
measurement and theoretical calculation, the oxide 
species, e.g. Cu2O, CuO, and Cu(OH)2, and their relative 
mass fraction were characterized qualitatively and 
quantitatively. 

It was found that with the increase of Au concentration 
for both alloyed and core-shell nanoparticles, the total 
volume of the Cu oxidized decreased with a stable critical 
oxide thickness. Cu/Au core-shell nanoparticles showed 
less volume of the Cu oxidized than Cu-Au alloyed ones 
with the same Cu/Au atomic ratio indicating the existence 
of different oxidation behaviors for these two cases. 
Our results provide a greater understanding of how the 
oxidation behavior changes by the nanoparticle structure, 
i.e. alloy or core-shell, and the Au concentration.

  A02654-04551 

Development and Characterization of Functional 
Cubic Silsesquioxane-Urethane Hybrid 
Nanostructured Materials

Khine Yi MYA1; Yinxia WANG2; Lu SHEN1; 
Xuehong LU2; ChaoBin HE1 
1. Institute of Materials Research and Engineering 
(IMRE), Agency for Science Technology and Research 
(A*STAR), Singapore
2. School of Materials Science and Engineering, Nanyang 
Technological University, Singapore

Cubic silsesquioxanes (CSSQ) with their nanosize well-
defined inorganic/organic hybrid structures are attractive 
to be used as building blocks for a development of variety 
of materials with different applications. The unique 
combination of inorganic and organic components with 
nanoscale has led to new characteristics and properties. 
Polyurethanes (PUs) have made wide contributions to 
automotive and aircraft industry, consumer products, 
and biomedical devices as variety of synthetic materials 
such as hard plastics, flexible films, coatings, adhesives, 
or elastomers. The major applications include high 
performance windshields for automotive and aircraft, 
footwear, pipe, furniture, and biomedical compliance, 
particularly, wound dressing, surgical drapes due to 
its moisture permeability and flexibility, and artificial 
heart valves. Although PUs have various applications 
in performance materials, the drawback of PU remains 
due to its susceptibility to hydrolytic attack in moisture 
environments, poor thermal stability and mechanical 
resistance. Variation of the chemical nature of one or both 
of the segments or chemical modification of the structure 
can be improved their performance.   

In the present study, star-like PU hybrid films containing 
octafunctional cubic silsesquioxanes are prepared by 
polyaddtion reaction between octakis(dimethylsilyloxy) 
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silsesquioxane isopropenyldimethyl-benzyl isocyanate 
(OS-PDBI) and octakis(dimethyl silyloxy) hydroxypropyl 
silsesquioxane (HPS); and between OS-PDBI and hexane 
diol (HD). Analyses by FTIR and XRD confirmed the 
formation of urethane linkages. XRD pattern shows the 
disappearance of the crystalline structure of CSSQ in the 
resulting hybrid film. The surface characterization was 
performed by AFM and water contact angle measurement. 
AFM images show clearly that no phase separation in 
the macroscopic level is observed in both PU hybrid 
films. The surface hydrophobicity of the PU hybrid film 
is reflected by the enrichment of octafunctional CSSQ 
core. The thermomechanical properties of CSSQ-urethane 
hybrid films are also determined by TGA, DMA, and 
nanoindentation techniques. TGA and DMA analyses 
also indicate that the enrichment of octafunctional 
silsesquioxane in PU hybrid film provides improvement in 
thermal mechanical behavior.

  A02681-04611 

A Biomimetic Approach to Template-driven 
Fabrication of Nanostructures

Jim DE YOREO 
Molecular Foundry, Lawrence Berkeley Lab, Berkeley, 
CA, United States

The use of macromolecular scaffolds to template 
hierarchical organization of molecules and materials is 
a common strategy in living systems. One characteristic 
of this strategy is that it generates micron-scale structures 
from nm-scale building blocks possessing functionality 
defined at the Å-scale. Here we describe efforts to mimic 
this strategy by creating nm-scale chemical templates, 
which direct the organization of natural and engineered 
macromolecules and their complexes, such as RNA, 
peptides, proteins and viruses, into micron-scale patterns. 
Substrates are patterned with self-assembled monolayers 
(SAMs) and/or lipids that either bias macromolecular 
adsorption, diffusion and interaction, or bind to specific 
sites engineered into macromolecular complexes. These, 
in turn, serve as templates for either lateral organization 
of these complexes, or over-growth of inorganic materials. 
AFM and chemical force spectroscopy (CFS) are used to 
investigate interactions and assembly dynamics. Molecular 
dynamics (MD) simulations provide a test of physical 
models describing the templating process.

Two systems will be discussed. In the first, substrates are 
patterned with lipid bilayers, which serve as highly-fluid 
interfaces for organization of S-layer proteins. Direct 
in situ AFM imaging shows how the protein monomers 
that adsorb onto the lipids form amorphous nuclei, which 
then transform into ordered domains of folded tetramers. 
Further growth of these domains occurs through a self-
catalyzed process in which monomers spontaneously fold 
into tetramers at the domain edges. The growth kinetics can 

be quantitatively understood by considering the number of 
available edge-sites, and the dependence of transformation 
probability on surface coverage. Furthermore, the charge 
of the substrate can be used to direct the orientation of the 
tetrameric units.

In the second system, substrates are patterned with SAMs 
that bind to complementary sites introduced into icosohedral 
viruses such as MS2 and CPMV, each of which are 28nm 
in diameter. In situ AFM is then used to investigate the 
dynamics of virus organization at these templates. Virus 
organization is also modeled using MD simulations, 
where adsorption energies for attachment depend on 
location on the template and number of nearest neighbor 
viruses. As a constraint on the models and a means of 
directly exploring the nature of the governing interactions, 
potentials and binding energies are determined from 
CFS. These measurements are compared to the predicted 
adsorption energies and are used to investigate the role of 
solvent interactions on inter-viral potentials. We show that 
the morphological evolution predicted by the simulations 
resembles AFM observations for appropriate differences 
in adsorption energy between template and resist.

  A02691-04628 

Electrochemical Anodization and Interfacial 
Reaction Growth of Porous Functional 
Nanomaterials

Kai WU 
College of Chemistry and Molecular Engineering, Peking 
University, Beijing, China

Functional nanomaterials for applications in photonic 
crystal laser, dye-sensitized solar cell and so on are 
template-assisted grown on porous templates prepared by 
electrochemical anodization. In this presentation, we’ll 
show that various types of functional crystalline nanonets 
can be routinely fabricated by the developed interfacial 
reaction growth approach on anodized aluminum oxide 
(AAO) template. The pore size and inter-pore distance 
of these nanonets can be tweaked by the parameters used 
during the electrochemical process. In particular, on the 
AAO template, a thin layer of complex oxide crystalline 
nanonet can be initially prepared by the interfacial 
reaction of the incoming reactive species with alumina 
in the template. A second crystalline nanonet can then 
be further grown on top of the thin layer of the grown 
nanonet by mimicking epitaxial growth under atmospheric 
conditions. In such a way, a large-area zinc oxide crystal 
laser has been successfully fabricated whose light output is 
spatially confined around the surface normal direction due 
to the diffraction and interference effects of the nanopores 
inside the nanonet. Following the interfacial reaction 
growth approach, successfully prepared are a series of 
oxide, complex oxide and metallic nanonets that have 
potential applications in photonics, magnetics and surface 
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enhanced Raman spectroscopy. On the other hand, we can 
also employ the electrochemical anodization procedure to 
prepare a cylindrical porous titanium oxide nanotube array 
(a cylindrical tubule on the millimeter or micrometer scale 
whose wall is composed of titanium oxide nanotubes) 
on a titanium wire, which can be directly used, without 
post-processing of the electrode, as the anode for a solid 
dye-sensitized solar cell. By changing the structural 
parameters of the cell anode, the performance of the solid 
dye-sensitized cell can be tuned. All these examples show 
that electrochemical anodization and interfacial reaction 
growth approach are quite useful in template-assisted 
growth of ordered porous functional nanomaterials.
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In-situ Synthesis of Silver Nanoparticles in 
Organic Medium

Ajit PHULE1; Shanker RAM1; Avesh Kumar TYAGI2 
1. Material Science Centre, Indian Institute of Technology 
Kharagpur, Kharagpur, India
2. Applied Chemistry Division, Babha Atomic Research 
Centre, Mumbai, India

Nanoparticles (NPs) of noble metals dispersed in an 
organic fluid open wide applications as computing systems, 
biosensors, colored dyes, pharmaceutical tools, catalysts, 
biomedical materials, electronic devices, and nonlinear 
optical devices. In this investigation, we report in-situ 
synthesis of Ag-NPs dispersed in an organic medium 
such as poly (vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF) through N-N’ 
dimethyl formamide (DMF) as a common solvent. Ag-
NPs so obtained form porous clusters which are important 
for tailoring enhanced optical absorption and emission 
in visible region. Porous nanoclusters of Ag-NPs have 
been prepared by a simple Ag+ → Ag chemical reduction 
reaction from a salt with PVDF dissolved in DMF under 
ultrasonication at 50-60°C. The Ag-content has been 
varied to be 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, and 5.0 wt% in order to devise 
Ag-PVDF nanofluids (NFs) of selective optical properties. 
In UV-visible spectra, the Ag-NPs reflect in characteristic 
surface plasmon resonance absorption bands at 422, 
419, 412, and 424 nm in the four samples, respectively. 
Photoluminescence appears over considerably longer 
wavelengths 544, 540, 539, or 545 nm when exciting at 400 
nm from a xenon lamp. Unusually, the sample consisting 
of a rather larger content, e.g., 5.0 wt% Ag-NPs start to 
exhibit a red shift. A spectroscopic analysis with FTIR 
spectra reveals that a dipolar interaction of the >CF2 dipole 
with the surface charges of Ag-NPs leads to stabilize them 
in a nanofluid. Results are characterized in correlation with 
size and shape in Ag-NPs using field emission scanning 
electron microscopy, XRD, and HRTEM.

  A02739-04883 

Temperature Dependent Modifications of Ag/
SiO2/p-Si Schottky Contacts Formed at 20 K

Awais ALI; Muhammad YASAR; Faisal NASIM; 
Arshad Saleem BHATTI 
Centre for Micro & Nano Devices - Department of 
Physics, COMSATS Institute of Information Technology, 
Islamabad, Pakistan

Metal-semiconductor junctions naturally form a barrier 
to control the current flow in one direction, known as a 
Schottky barrier and the resulting diodes are much faster 
than p-n junction diodes. Thus are potentially used in high 
frequency systems, sensors, photodetectors, etc. The aim of 
this work was to investigate the effect of low temperature 
growth and annealing temperatures on electrical properties, 
surface morphology and kinematics of Schottky junction.  
We demonstrate that once Schottky contact grown at low 
temperature can be modified by annealing at a suitable 
temperature.  Ag/SiO2/p-Si system was used that’s 
fabricated at very low temperature of about 20 K. Such 
a low temperature results in formation of a dry contact 
and with increasing temperatures diffusion takes place 
across the junction and thus causes modification in device 
parameters. The electrical characteristics of Ag/SiO2/p-
Si diode have been analyzed by current–voltage (I-V) 
technique, surface morphology by AFM and ellipsometer 
for dielectric properties before and after annealing at various 
temperatures up to 750 K. The device parameters such as 
barrier height (energy required to overcome the potential 
barrier), ideality factor (deviation of a diode from the 
ideal behaviour) and average series resistance (resistance 
to current flow of the device) were determined. The 
results show that low temperature growth enhanced these 
parameters and with increase in annealing temperature, 
ideality factor decreases and barrier height increases. 
High values of ideality factor shows that Ag/SiO2/p-Si 
structure obeys a metal–interfacial layer–semiconductor 
configuration rather than ideal Schottky barrier diode, it 
also refer to other current transport mechanisms than the 
thermionic emission. It is evaluated that the interfacial 
oxide layer modifies electrical parameters. AFM study 
leads to the results that with variation of temperature grain 
size changes which was found to be of nanoscale.  The 
present study gives the flexibility to modify the Schottky 
junction parameters for particular device applications, 
such as sensors.
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Patterned Growth of Si Nanowires: A Comparative 
Study of VLS and SLS

Muhammad Fakhar ZIA1; Junaid ALI1; 
Ahmer NAWEED1; Arshad Saleem BHATTI1; 
Shahid NASEEM2 
1. Centre for Micro and Nano Devices, Department of 
Physics, COMSATS Institute of Information Technology, 
Islamabad, Pakistan
2. Centre for Solid State Physics, University of the 
Punjab, Quaid-e-Azam Campus, Lahore, Pakistan

Silicon nanowires (Si–NWs) have gained much 
attraction because of their potential applications, e.g., in 
nanoelectronics, nanophotonics and sensing devices. To 
date many methods in bottom up approach for synthesis 
of semiconductor nanowires have been reported, few of 
them are oxide assisted growth, vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) 
growth, solution-liquid-solid growth, vapor-solid growth, 
solid-liquid-solid (SLS) growth. We have studied growth 
of Si nanowires on various plane and patterned substrates 
using vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) and solid-liquid-solid (SLS) 
techniques. We observe the growth conditions are critical 
in controlling the dimensions of wires in both techniques 
and make a comparative study. In addition to this, we also 
demonstrate that Si-NWs are essentially different grown 
on Si or GaAs substrates. For growth of Si – NWs by VLS, 
Si powder was evaporated in a tube furnace under Ar flow 
while keeping the substrate at different temperatures. Si–
NWs grown on patterned Au catalyzed Si substrates in the 
temperature range of 590 oC to 810 oC are few microns long 
and have diameters in range of 25nm to 75nm. Interestingly, 
instead of only radial nanowires, nanobelts and tapered 
nanowires were also grown on patterned Au catalyzed 
GaAs substrate indicating that Ga plays important role in 
the morphology of Si nanostructures. Ga also is a p-type 
dopant for Si, and hence presence of Ga in the body of Si 
nanowires modifies the optical properties of Si nanowires. 
In SLS, experimental conditions were identical except that 
no external source was used. Interestingly nanowires were 
grown which showed dependence on the flow rate of Argon 
gas and temperature of the substrate. In this case Argon 
gas acted as cooling agent instead of carrier gas. Results 
showed that diameter and length of nanowires increases 
with increase in temperature and same affect reported with 
flow rate of Ar gas. In addition to this, we have studied the 
optical properties of patterned and non-patterned Si-NWs.
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Self-Assembly Derived High-density 
Nanopatterns to Control Nanoparticle Formation 
and Organization on Surfaces

Fung Ling YAP; Sivashankar KRISHNAMOORTHY 
Patterning and Fabrication Group, Institute of Materials 
Research and Engineering, Singapore

High density patterns and structures have known to 
significantly enhance capabilities of devices for applications 
in electronics, data storage, photonics and bio-diagnostics. 
The means of achieving these nanopatterns of desired 
density over large areas on chip or wafer level is central to 
ensuring reproducibility, high performance and economy 
in device fabrication. Self-assembly of copolymers is a 
known and promising approach towards this ideal towards 
achieving patterns with excellent uniformity and integrity 
over the entire coated area, with a narrow distribution in 
feature size and spacing. 

The formation of nanoparticle arrays on surface using 
the core of amphiphilic copolymer micelles as nanoscale 
reactors is an attractive capability offered by the copolymer 
self-assembly approach. Despite allowing preparation of 
particles arrays with narrow dispersion in size and spacing, 
this approach suffers from the limited chemistry offered by 
the core functionalities, and the functional group density 
of the core being tied to the aggregation number of the 
micelles. We propose a way of overcoming these limitations 
by use of structured functional polymer thin films using 
templates derived out of copolymer micelle films. The 
structured polymer films allows for both an independent 
choice of chemistry as well as density of functional groups 
of interest. Nanoparticle arrays of metal, metal oxide and 
semiconductors on Si surface are demonstrated.
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Micro-aspiration Lithography and 
Demonstrations

Mael LE BERRE1; Chunxiong LUO2;3; Li LIU2; 
Li WANG1; Cécile CROZATIER1; Jian SHI1; 
Yong CHEN1;2;3 
1. Department of Chemistry, Ecole Normale Supérieure, 
Paris, France
2. Institute for Intergrated Cell-Material Sciences 
(iCeMS), Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan
3. Center for Microfluidics and Nanotechnologies, Peking 
University, Beijing, China

We demonstrated a new patterning technique for biological 
applications. This technique is based on micro-aspiration 
and the material property of polymethylsiloxane (PDMS) 
which is gas permeable. Unlike imprint lithography, a 
negative pressure is used for the material transportation 
or the resist deformation coated on a substrate. Micro-
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aspiration can be obtained by using either a degassed PDMS 
mold or a mold with additional aspiration networks. For 
degas induced patterning (DIP), the PDMS mold is first 
degassed in a rough vacuum chamber for about 20 minutes 
before placed on the substrate. Then, a solution is introduced 
thought the inlet predefined on the mold. Depending on 
the incubation and drying processes, both topographic or 
chemical patterns can be obtained. Similarly, cells can be 
loaded in separated culture chambers of microfluidic chips 
in a controllable manner. Alternatively, patterning can be 
done with a PDMS mold having additional networks for 
micro-aspiration, which are implanted either on the mold 
surface or inside the mold. Now, the solution filling can 
be done with the help of an external vacuum pump or a 
syringe pump. In both cases, patterning can be obtained 
by either liquid injection through the inlet or deformation 
of a viscous liquid thin film coated on the substrate. In this 
talk, we will give a detailed description of these methods 
and show a few demonstration examples. 
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Heteroepitaxial Self-assembled Nanostructures 
and Surface-phase Characterization

S. M. SHIVAPRASAD 
Jawaharlal Nehru Centre for Advanced Scientific 
Research, Bangalore, India

The long range order in surface reconstructions and misfit 
dislocations can be used as templates to form nanostructures 
with unprecedented size, shape and self-assembly control. 
The far-from-equilibrium process of epitaxial growth is 
strongly influenced by several kinetic factors that influence 
the formation of novel super-structural phases. Among 
the several factors that influence heteroepitaxial growth 
aspects such as lattice mismatch, surface free energy 
difference and dangling bond density, play a crucial role 
in determining the initial stages of growth. I shall present 
some of my experimental experience in heteroepitaxial 
systems by using several surface sensitive probes such as 
AES, LEED, XPS, XPD, EELS and ultra-high resolution 
STM, for in-situ growth and characterization. 
 
The 7% lattice mismatched system of Ni on Ru(0001) 
surface shows pseudomorphic growth at lower coverages 
followed by the formation of misfit dislocations at higher 
coverages. The role of pre-adsorbed CO as surfactant in 
changing the Ni adsorption sites from the bulk stacking 
hcp to the weaker fcc sites is revealed by high resolution 
STM studies. The second system demonstrates the 
adsorbate induced reduction of surface free energy 
anisotropy of the atomically rough W(111) surface to the 
W(211) by forming pyramidal facets. Use of CO as a probe 
molecule in Thermal Desorption Studies of Pt on W(110) 
and W(111) manifest the surface morphological changes. 
Various systems are evaluated to identify the property that 
causes faceting. The dominant influence of dangling bonds 

on silicon surfaces is observed by the adsorption of non-
reactive Ag, Sb and reactive Mn, Mg adatoms on Si(111), 
(100) and the high index Si(5 5 12) surfaces. The ordered 
reconstructions of these clean silicon surfaces enable the 
formation of interesting and novel interfacial phases. On 
the Si(111) 7x7 surface the surface metallicity is shown 
to act as a barrier to Schottky barrier formation. While 
adatom nanowires and chains are formed on the dimer 
reconstructed Si(100) 2x1 and on the (2 2 5) and (3 3 7) 
facets of the trenched Si(5 5 12) surface, by using them as 
templates. 
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Multimodal Scanning Probe Lithography

Chang LIU 
Northwestern University, Illinois, United States

The common practice in scanning probe microscopy today 
is to use a singular tip. A SPM tip can be quite versatile 
and often proven adequate for the research topic at 
hand. However, for future nanotechnology applications, 
it is desirable to perform a rich variety of lithography, 
manipulation, and microscopy operations in sequential 
manners.  Difficulties arise when traditional single SPM 
probes are used for more than one purpose. For example, 
a DPN probe can accomplish both chemical writing and 
imaging of deposited chemicals, but it is unadvisable to 
use the same probe to perform both writing and reading 
due to concerns of contamination. Certainly, the probe can 
be cleaned or switched in between steps. However, this 
action generally calls for removing the probe from the 
SPM machine and remounting it, making it necessary to 
carefully and time-consuming realignment with nanoscale 
resolution. 

There exist the needs to have a multifunctional array of 
scanning probe instruments tied to a common platform. 
These probes would each be dedicated to one function. 
Each probe can be engaged independent on demand. They 
can be used for a variety of tasks in a flexible manner, 
akin to a multifunction and yet compact Swiss army knife 
(SAK). A parallel array of multifunctional probes would 
eliminate the needs for such time consuming operation and 
increase the functionalities and efficiency. 

I will discuss a multifunctional active probe. There are a 
number of features. 

(1) Each probe is attached to an actuator to allow individual 
engagement and disengagement with the sample surface. 
Some probes may be individually addressable thermally, 
electrically, and mechanically. 

(2) Neighboring probes may have different tip materials 
or tip geometries. For example, two neighboring tips may 
be made of silicone elastomer and silicon nitride, one for 
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scanning probe contact printing and one for lateral force 
imaging. 

(3) Distance between probes is precisely defined using 
microfabrication. 

(4) Selected probes may have integrated position-sensing 
capabilities to eliminate the needs for laser interrogation of 
cantilever displacements. 
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Reduced Pore Diameters in Nanopore Anodic 
Alumina Films

I. MíNGUEZ-BACHO1; A. ASENJO1; M. JAAFAR1; 
M. VáZQUEZ1; M. HERNáNDEZ-VéLEZ1;2 
1. Instituto de Ciencia de Materiales de Madrid, Campus 
Universitario de Cantoblanco, Madrid, Spain
2. Departamento de Física Aplicada, Universidad 
Autónoma de Madrid, Madrid, Spain

Nanoporous materials both crystalline as well as 
amorphous have been the subject of a huge research 
works for very long time. Traditionally, those kinds of 
materials have been highly useful in many industrial 
applications, such as, catalytic processes, filtration of 
different species, wastes and soils cleaning or improving, 
feeding and pharmaceutics industries, etc. With the great 
Nanotechnology boom all over the second half of the last 
century the interest in nanoporous materials has been 
expanded and increased. This fact is strongly related to the 
improvement of materials physical properties and the new 
emerging phenomena when the dimensionality is reduced. 
  
One of the most attractive porous materials for developing 
new functional materials at nanometric scale is the 
Nanoporous Anodic Alumina Films (NAAF). It has been 
widely reported the possibility to obtain these films both 
free standing or on aluminium substrate by mean a two 
anodization process from which highly ordered nanopore 
arrays with hexagonal symmetry and perpendicularly 
oriented to the substrate can be grown. The range of the 
pore diameters and spacings of these nanoporous films 
can vary from tenths to hundreds of nanometers. The final 
features of the NAAF depend on several experimental 
parameters, such as, external applied voltage, temperature, 
starting sources, etc., particularly, the electrolyte used for 
the anodization process acquire special importance. Among 
these nanoporous films those obtained in sulphuric acid 
solutions are extremely interesting because they could be 
fabricated in such conditions that very small pore diameter, 
close to 10 nm, could be obtained. These pore arrays with 
such small diameters could be very interesting to be used as 
templates for growing semiconductor nanowires to study 
electro-optic and transport phenomena in 1D system when 
quantum confinement effects of carriers can be relevant.

In this work, we report the NAAF fabrication by using 
sulphuric acid solution as electrolyte varying the acid 
concentration and anodization voltages so that, several 
series of sample with reduced pore diameter (lesser than 
20 nm) were obtained. A preliminary evaluation of the pore 
diameters, porosity, thicknesses of the nanoporous films 
and barrier layers of the samples were done by mean of 
images processing obtained from High Resolution Scanning 
Electron Microscopy (HRSEM) and using a mathematical 
algorithm based on self-correlation functions. The result 
of these calculations show pore diameters in the range 
from 10 to 25 nm and the lost of the large range order 
and parallelism of the pores when the anodizing voltages 
decrease. The samples were characterized applying 
spectroscopic methods as well, such as, impedance, UV-
Visible-NIR reflectance and Ellipsometry. The results 
obtained of that wide spectroscopic characterization were 
also compared to the HRSEM images. A discussion on 
the accuracy of the different methods used in this work 
to determine the geometrical features of these kinds of 
porous materials is presented.
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Nanoporous Alumina Films Prepared By 
Nanoindentation and Anodic Oxidation

M. JAAFAR1; D. NAVAS2; M. HERNáNDEZ-VéLEZ1;3; 
J. Luis BALDONEDO4; M. VáZQUEZ1; A. ASENJO1 
1. Instituto de Ciencia de Materiales de Madrid, CSIC, 
Madrid, Spain
2. Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, 
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3. Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, Madrid, Spain
4. Centro de Microscopía y Citometría, Universidad 
Complutense de Madrid, Spain

In the last years there is a great interest in the fabrication 
of ordered arrays based on nanoporous templates, such 
as anodized aluminium oxide (AAO), which can produce 
nanopatterned surfaces at large scales. After the relevant 
results reported by Masuda et. al., about the synthesis 
of highly ordered nanoporous AAO with close-packed 
hexagonal symmetry through a two steps anodization 
process, a lot of works dealing with the functionalization, 
applications and also, optimization of the fabrication 
methods have been reported. 
  
The idea of reduce the two step anodization process to 
an only one with higher efficiency, control of the ordered 
arrays, higher homogeneity and defect free porous surfaces 
has been one of the main focus of many research groups. 
Some methods based on the design of several moulds to be 
lately applied in Nano-Imprint Lithography (NIL) process 
for obtaining highly ordered patterned surfaces have been 
developed. In general, for applying that technique, the 
most used materials to fabricate nanostructured moulds 
have been based on hard thin films traditionally used as 
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protective coatings like SiC, Si3N4 and TiN obtained 
through different top–down techniques. However those 
techniques are very expensive and it is very difficult to get 
a precise control of nano-indentation made with moulds 
for obtaining homogeneous pore distributions with high 
aspect ratios. 
  
Recently, methods based on Scanning Probe Microscopy 
have been developed to create nanostructures (down to 100 
nm) on metallic, polymeric and semiconductor substrates. 
These methods include anodic oxidation, Dip Pen 
Nanolithography, mechanical patterning or local heating. 
In this work, we have substituted the first anodization 
process - currently used for patterning the Aluminium 
surfaces on which, ordered nanoporous AAO are later on 
grown - for the nano-indentation produced by the Atomic 
Force Microscope (AFM) tip on the previously polished 
aluminium surface. In this way, replicas of monodomain 
periodic nanopore arrays of AAO can be grown by mean 
of a unique anodization process. 

The used technique allows us to define the geometry 
of the arrays, the area and the localization on the motif 
in the surface. An advantage of the AFM nanoimprint 
lithography with respect to those performed by using the 
tools mentioned above is that the depth of every nano-
indentation can be controlled separately independently of 
the topography of the surface which is not possible with 
a macroscopic nanoimprint tool due to the roughness 
of the samples. In this work we have performed square 
and hexagonal arrays of nano-indentation with lattice 
parameter of 105 nm, 200 nm and 500 nm on highly pure Al 
surfaces. Some examples of the final results obtained after 
the anodization process of the AFM imprinted samples are 
also presented.
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QPlus AFM with Small Oscillation Amplitudes 
and High Frequencies at 5 K

A. BETTAC; J. KOEBLE; M. MAIER; K. WINKLER; 
B. UDER; A. FELTZ 
Omicron NanoTechnology GmbH, Germany

The creation and investigation of nano-structures, 
molecules or atomic structures on insulating surfaces 
is a key approach for electronic decoupling from the 
substrate. It pushes AFM as an complementary imaging 
and spectroscopy technique to STM. Ideally, the used 
AFM probe should simultaneously or alternatively work 
in STM/STS modes without performance compromises 
on the latter. Based on a proven low temperature (5K) LT 
STM platform, we have integrated a QPlus sensor [1], 
which employs a quartz tuning fork for force detection 
in non-contact AFM. For combined STM operation, this 
sensor has key advantages over conventional cantilevers: 
(i) a solid metal tip for optimal STM/STS and (ii) high 

stiffness and high stability, i.e. low vibrational noise due to 
small self-resonance amplitudes.
  
For quantitative force spectroscopy on insulating thin 
films or semiconductors, decoupling of tunneling current 
and piezo-electrically induced AFM signal is important. 
By measurements on Si(111) and Au(111) we prove that 
a dedicated pre-amplification technique avoids cross-
talk. In addition, extremely low signals require the first 
amplification stage to be very close to the sensor, i.e. to 
be compatible with low temperatures. STS measurements 
using a Niobium tunneling tip reveal the superconducting 
gap with a FWHM of approx. 2.5 meV and prove a probe 
temperature of approx. 5K.
  
The high stiffness (1800 N/m) of the sensor allows for 
operation with extremely small amplitudes to (i) more 
precisely keep the sensor with a certain force interaction 
regime, (ii) increase sensitivity especially for short range 
forces and (iii) allow for force measurements during 
atom manipulation experiments without disturbing the 
manipulation event as such [2].
  
As benchmark measurements, we present (1) atomic 
resolution imaging on single crystal NaCl with oscillation 
amplitudes down 72pm (peak-to-peak) in constant df 
imaging feedback operation at higher flexural modes in 
constant df imaging feedback with frequencies above 300 
kHz . We also present atomic resolution measurements on 
MgO(100), Au(111), and first evaluation measurements of 
the QPlus sensor in Kelvin Probe (KPM) mode operation 
on Si(111) 7x7.
 
[1] F. J. Giessibl, et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 73, 3956 (1998)
 
[2] M. Ternes, et al., Science 319, 1066 (2008)  
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2. FOCUS GmbH, Hünstetten-Kesselbach, Germany

Photoelectron emission microscopy (PEEM) in 
combination with a high-resolution energy filter (ΔE in 
the 100meV regime)[1] is a non-destructive and versatile 
surface characterisation technique with the ability to solve 
upcoming scientific metrology issues [2]. 

Looking at the Roadmap for Semiconductors today, scaling 
down of devices faces growing complexity of the related 
issues. To overcome these issues often requires detailed 
analysis at a local scale where understanding of materials in 
the form of small objects or patterns is of great importance. 
Hence the need for new spatially-resolved, non-destructive 
and comprehensive analysis tools becomes clear. 
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To identify the chemical compounds in a local sample area, 
energy-filtered PEEM is a very valuable metrology tool 
combining high spatial resolution with high-resolution 
spectroscopy. Continuous improvements of PEEM 
instruments nowadays enable local nano-spectroscopy 
with the highest lateral resolution in convenient laboratory 
conditions [3]. Imaging XPS with unsurpassed lateral 
resolution and quantitative analysis of the local work 
function allow for a detailed understanding of the surface 
chemistry, including locally resolved doping effects [4] on 
small structures used for semiconductor devices and even 
smaller silicon nano-wires[5]. 
  
In addition, recent experiments have shown the feasibility 
for a new class of experiments for band structure analysis. 
Advanced spectroscopic PEEM instruments allow a new 
approach to analyse the electronic structures of samples. 
Thus band structure mapping with a large acceptance 
angle of ±90° without the need for eucentric sample 
rotation becomes possible [6]. Together with full control 
over the analysed local area, the technique is ideally suited 
to investigate the electronic properties of single grains or 
small devices. Hence, this method opens up the path to 
a new class of experiments allowing e.g. dedicated local 
band structure tailoring. 

The instrument’s performance strongly depends on the 
availability of the highest brightness and high energy light 
sources. Emerging technology from the growing market 
for CW and pulsed lasers in the UV and XUV regimes has 
recently also greatly improved this situation. 
  
To identify potential device and materials technologies or to 
extend and compliment CMOS technology often requires 
a deep understanding of the basic materials science. In 
this field energy-filtered PEEM has established itself as 
a valuable surface metrology technique with numerous 
contributions to basic materials research. Copper, as it 
progressively replaces aluminium for interconnects, has 
an increasing importance in micro- and nano-electronics.  
The PEEM technique has helped to better understand 
the preparation processes leading to microstructured 
crystallization. Today PEEM instruments play a key role 
in the growing field of plasmon and plasmon dynamics 
research [7,8]. Moreover, the growing number of major 
scientific contributions have also helped to gain a deeper 
understanding of magnetic devices [e.g. 9]. 

1. M. Escher et al. J. Electron. Spectrosc. Relat. Phenom. 144 
(47), pp. 1179-1182  (2005).
2. M. Senoner et al. Jurnal of Surface Analysis 12, pp 78-82 
(2005).
3. O. Renault et al., Surface Science. 601, pp 4727 - 4732(2007).
4. N. Barrett  et al. submittet to J Phys Condens Matter (2008).
5. A. Bailly et al. Nano Lett., 8 (11), pp 3709–3714 (2008).
6. B. Krömker et al. Rev Sci Instrum. 79, 053702 (2008).
7. L. Douillard Nano Lett., 8 (3), pp 935–940 (2008).
8. L. Chelaru and F. Meyer zu Heringdorf, Surf. Sci. 601, pp 
4541-4545 (2007).
9. A. Locatelli and E. Bauer, J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 20, 
(22pp) (2008).
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Cell-interfacing surface conditions such as surface hardness, 
surface charge and incorporation of extracellular matrix 
proteins affect cell adhesion, proliferation and phenotypes. 
Here, we developed a cell-based disease diagnostic assay 
using a spin-assisted Layer-by-Layer (LbL) assembled 
polyelectrolyte matrix platform, and our method allows 
for differentiating metastatic cancer cells from normal and 
fibrocystic cells. Our analysis results indicate that cellular 
phenotypes can be controlled by using different surface 
charge, mechanical property and biological modification 
(i.e., fibronectin in this case) of the LbL multilayer 
platforms. We also fabricated nanofeatured surfaces 
using LbL-assembled polymer platform, fibronectin, 
ephrin, 30-nm and 50-nm Au nanoparticles (AuNPs) as 
building elements. In this AuNP-modifiecd LBL system, 
metastatic cancer cells were observed and analyzed, and 
cell morphology and motility were closely monitored 
by time-lapse total internal reflection microscopy. These 
studies help us enhance the understanding how metastatic 
cancer cells behave differently from non-metastatic cells 
and develop cell-based disease diagnostic assays. 
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